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Gauge-Mediated SUSY Breaking (GMSB)
• This talk covers various prompt photonic and tau signatures, often (but 

not exclusively) motivated by GMSB.
• A hidden sector breaks SUSY
• Standard gauge interactions transmit

the SUSY breaking to the MSSM
• Gauge interactions are flavor-blind:

no flavor problem
• Common Features:

• Mass scale for the SUSY breaking
is much lower than mSUGRA

• The LSP is the gravitino
• NLSP determines experimental signature:  

decays to its SM partner and a gravitino
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Messengers
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Run 2 result!
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Diphoton + ETmiss

• A diphoton + ETmiss search looking for gluino 
production in a bino NLSP scenario
• other particles decoupled
• binos decay to γ+G with B.R. above cos2θw, 

depending on bino mass
• Main backgrounds are Wγγ, Ζγγ, electrons faking 

photons (W, top), γγ, and jet faking photon (γ+jet, 
dijet)
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Figure 1: Typical production and decay-chain processes for the gluino-pair production GGM model for which the
NLSP is a bino-like neutralino.

Experimental signatures of gauge-mediated supersymmetry-breaking models [12–14] are largely determ-53

ined by the nature of the NLSP. For GGM, the NLSP is often formed from an admixture of any of the54

SUSY partners of the electroweak gauge and Higgs boson states. In this study, the NLSP ( �̃0
1) is assumed55

to be electrically neutral and purely bino-like (the SUSY partner of the SM U(1) gauge boson). In this56

case, the final decay in each of the two cascades in a GGM event would be predominantly �̃0
1 ! � + G̃,57

leading to final states with �� + Emiss
T .58

In addition to the bino-like �̃0
1 NLSP, a degenerate octet of gluinos (the SUSY partner of the SM gluon) is59

taken to be potentially accessible with 13 TeV pp collisions. Both the gluino and �̃0
1 masses are considered60

to be free parameters, with the �̃0
1 mass constrained to be less than that of the gluino. All other SUSY61

masses are set to values that preclude their production in 13 TeV pp collisions. This results in a SUSY62

production process that proceeds through the creation of pairs of gluino states, each of which subsequently63

decays via a virtual squark (the 12 squark flavour/chirality eigenstates are taken to be fully degenerate) to a64

quark–antiquark pair plus the NLSP neutralino. Other SM objects (jets, leptons, photons) may be produced65

in these cascades. The �̃0
1 branching fraction to � + G̃ is 100% for m�̃0

1
! 0 and approaches cos2 ✓W66

for m�̃0
1
� mZ , with the remainder of the �̃0

1 sample decaying to Z + G̃. For all �̃0
1 masses, then, the67

branching fraction is dominated by the photonic decay, leading to the diphoton-plus-Emiss
T signature. For68

this model with a bino-like NLSP, a typical production and decay channel for strong (gluino) production69

is exhibited in Figure 1. Finally, it should be noted that the phenomenology relevant to this search has a70

negligible dependence on the ratio tan � of the two SUSY Higgs-doublet vacuum expectation values; for71

this analysis tan � is set to 1.5.72

2 Samples of simulated processes73

For the GGM models under study, the SUSY mass spectra and branching fractions are calculated using74

SUSPECT 2.41 [15] and SDECAY 1.3b [16], respectively, inside the package SUSY-HIT 1.3 [17]. The75
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Figure 2: Distributions of Emiss
T (left) and me� (right) for the diphoton sample after the application of requirements

of p�T > 75 GeV on each selected photon and of ��min(jet, pmiss
T ) > 0.5, but with no requirements imposed on

Emiss
T and me� . Uncertainties (shaded bands for MC simulation, error bars for data) are statistical only. The yellow

band represents the uncertainty in the data/SM ratio that arises from the statisical limitations of the estimates of the
various expected sources of SM background. Also shown are the expected contributions from the GGM signal for
the two benchmark points, (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 1300) GeV and (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 100) GeV.

near the expected reach in mg̃: high and low neutralino-mass benchmark points were chosen with191

(mg̃,m�̃0
1
) = (1500, 1300) GeV and (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 100) GeV, respectively.192

Based on background estimates derived from the MC samples described in section 2, the selection193

requirements were optimized as a function of Emiss
T , me� and p�T by maximizing the expected discovery194

sensitivity of the analysis, for each of the two signal benchmark points. The selected values of the195

minimum requirements on all three optimization parameters were found to be very similar for the low196

and high neutralino-mass benchmark points, leading to the definition of a single signal region (SR). The197

selection requirements for this SR are shown in Table 1.198

Table 1: Requirements defining the signal region (SR) and the W�� CR referred to in Section 6.
SR W�� CR
2 tight photons with pT > 75 GeV 2 tight photons with pT > 50 GeV

1 e or µ with pT > 25 GeV
��min(jet, pmiss

T ) > 0.5 ��min(jet, pmiss
T ) > 0.5

Emiss
T > 175 GeV 50 < Emiss

T < 175 GeV
me� > 1500 GeV N (jets) < 3

me� < 83–97 GeV

25th June 2016 – 04:10 7

plots w/o ETmiss or meff cut   
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Figure 2: Distributions of Emiss
T (left) and me� (right) for the diphoton sample after the application of requirements

of p�T > 75 GeV on each selected photon and of ��min(jet, pmiss
T ) > 0.5, but with no requirements imposed on

Emiss
T and me� . Uncertainties (shaded bands for MC simulation, error bars for data) are statistical only. The yellow

band represents the uncertainty in the data/SM ratio that arises from the statisical limitations of the estimates of the
various expected sources of SM background. Also shown are the expected contributions from the GGM signal for
the two benchmark points, (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 1300) GeV and (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 100) GeV.

near the expected reach in mg̃: high and low neutralino-mass benchmark points were chosen with191

(mg̃,m�̃0
1
) = (1500, 1300) GeV and (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 100) GeV, respectively.192

Based on background estimates derived from the MC samples described in section 2, the selection193

requirements were optimized as a function of Emiss
T , me� and p�T by maximizing the expected discovery194

sensitivity of the analysis, for each of the two signal benchmark points. The selected values of the195

minimum requirements on all three optimization parameters were found to be very similar for the low196

and high neutralino-mass benchmark points, leading to the definition of a single signal region (SR). The197

selection requirements for this SR are shown in Table 1.198

Table 1: Requirements defining the signal region (SR) and the W�� CR referred to in Section 6.
SR W�� CR
2 tight photons with pT > 75 GeV 2 tight photons with pT > 50 GeV

1 e or µ with pT > 25 GeV
��min(jet, pmiss

T ) > 0.5 ��min(jet, pmiss
T ) > 0.5

Emiss
T > 175 GeV 50 < Emiss

T < 175 GeV
me� > 1500 GeV N (jets) < 3

me� < 83–97 GeV

25th June 2016 – 04:10 7

3.2 fb-1 of 13 TeV data
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Diphoton + ETmiss

background modeling

• Wγγ:  MC normalized to Wγγ CR (yield: 7 events, 
of which 1.6 background; data/MC s.f. 2.9 ± 1.4)

• Zγγ: MC normalized to cross section
• γγ: reweighted MC, match low ETmiss

• jets faking photons: η and pT-dep. fake factor 
applied to sample with non-isolated photons

• electrons faking photons: fake factor 
determined from Z events applied on eγ sample
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Figure 2: Distributions of Emiss
T (left) and me� (right) for the diphoton sample after the application of requirements

of p�T > 75 GeV on each selected photon and of ��min(jet, pmiss
T ) > 0.5, but with no requirements imposed on

Emiss
T and me� . The expected contributions from SM processes are estimated using the combination of Monte

Carlo and data-driven estimates discussed in section 6. Uncertainties (shaded bands for MC simulation, error bars
for data) are statistical only. The yellow band represents the uncertainty in the data/SM ratio that arises from
the statisical limitations of the estimates of the various expected sources of SM background. Also shown are
the expected contributions from the GGM signal for the two focus points, (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 1300) GeV and

(mg̃,m�̃0
1
) = (1500, 100) GeV.

the expected reach in mg̃: high and low neutralino-mass focus points were chosen with (mg̃,m�̃0
1
) =191

(1500, 1300) GeV and (mg̃,m�̃0
1
) = (1500, 100) GeV, respectively.192

Based on background estimates derived from the MC samples described in section 2, the selection193

requirements were optimized as a function of Emiss
T , me� and p�T by maximizing the expected discovery194

sensitivity of the analysis, for each of the two signal focus points. The selected values of the minimum195

requirements on all three optimization parameters were found to be very similar for the low and high196

neutralino-mass focus points, leading to the definition of a single signal region (SR). The selection197

requirements for this SR are shown in Table 1.198

Table 1: Requirements defining the signal region (SR) and the W�� CR referred to in Section 6.
SR W�� CR
2 tight photons with pT > 75 GeV 2 tight photons with pT > 50 GeV

1 e or µ with pT > 25 GeV
��min(jet, pmiss

T ) > 0.5 ��min(jet, pmiss
T ) > 0.5

Emiss
T > 175 GeV 50 < Emiss

T < 175 GeV
me� > 1500 GeV N (jets) < 3

me� < 83–97 GeV
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Figure 5: The distribution of Emiss
T in a validation region with all signal region requirements applied except for the cuts

on me� and Emiss
T , and with a more relaxed cut of me� > 1400 GeV. The expected contributions from SM processes

are estimated using the combination of Monte Carlo and data-driven estimates discussed in Section 6. Uncertainties
(shaded bands for MC simulation, error bars for data) are statistical only. The yellow band represents the statistical
uncertainty in the data/SM ratio due to the statistics in the model. Also shown are the expected contributions from
the GGM signal for the two benchmark points, (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 1300) and (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 100), where

masses are given in GeV.
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plot with meff > 1400 GeV

plot with ETmiss > 125 GeV
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Figure 6: The distribution of me� in a validation region with all signal region requirements applied except for the cuts
on me� and Emiss

T , and with a more relaxed cut of Emiss
T > 125 GeV. The expected contributions from SM processes

are estimated using the combination of Monte Carlo and data-driven estimates discussed in Section 6. Uncertainties
(shaded bands for MC simulation, error bars for data) are statistical only. The yellow band represents the statistical
uncertainty in the data/SM ratio due to the statistics in the model. Also shown are the expected contributions from
the GGM signal for the two benchmark points, (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 1300) and (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 100), where

masses are given in GeV.
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Figure 3: Exclusion limits in the neutralino–gluino mass plane at 95% CL. The observed limits are exhibited
for the nominal SUSY model cross section, as well as for a SUSY cross section increased and lowered by one
standard deviation of the cross-section systematic uncertainty. Also shown is the expected limit, as well as the ±1
standard-deviation range of the expected limit, which is asymmetric because of the low count expected. Because
the background expectation is close to zero and the observed number of events is zero, the expected and observed
limits nearly overlap. The previous limit from ATLAS using 8 TeV data [3] is shown in grey.

By considering, in addition, the value and uncertainty of the acceptance-times-e�ciency of the selection326

requirements associated with the SR, as well as the NLO (+NLL) GGM cross section [20–24], which327

varies steeply with gluino mass, 95% CL lower limits may be set on the mass of the gluino as a function of328

the mass of the lighter bino-like neutralino, in the context of the GGM scenario described in Section 1.329

The resulting observed limit on the gluino mass is exhibited, as a function of neutralino mass, in Figure 3.330

For the purpose of establishing these model-dependent limits, the W (! `⌫) + �� background estimate331

and the limit on the possible number of events from new physics are extracted from a simultaneous fit to332

the SR and W (! `⌫) + �� control region, although for a gluino mass in the range of the observed limit333

the signal contamination in the W (! `⌫) + �� control sample is less than 0.03 events for any value of the334

neutralino mass. Also shown for this figure is the expected limit, including its statistical and background335

uncertainty range, as well as observed limits for a SUSY model cross section ±1 standard deviation of336

theoretical uncertainty from its central value. Because the background expectation is close to zero and no337

events are observed in data, the expected and observed limits nearly overlap. The observed lower limit on338

the gluino mass is observed to be roughly independent of neutralino mass, reaching a minimum value of339

approximately 1650 GeV at a neutralino mass of 250 GeV.340

9 Conclusion341

A search has been made for a diphoton + Emiss
T final state using the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron342

Collider in 3.2 fb�1 of proton–proton collision data taken at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV in 2015. At343

25th June 2016 – 04:10 12
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Diphoton + ETmiss results
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region, events are discarded if Emiss
T > 175 GeV. While these requirements are sensible for measuring242

W�� production, they also are expected to select appreciable backgrounds from tt̄�, Z� and Z�� events,243

and thus additional requirements are applied. To suppress tt̄� contributions to the W�� CR, events are244

discarded if they contain more than two selected jets. To suppress Z� contributions, events are discarded if245

there is an e–� pair in the events with 83 < me� < 97 GeV. Finally, to suppress Z�� contributions, events246

with Emiss
T < 50 GeV are discarded. The event selection requirements for the W�� CR are summarized247

in Table 1. A total of seven events are observed in this W�� control region, of which 1.6 are expected to248

arise from sources other than W�� production. The MC expectation for the W�� process is 1.9 events,249

leading to a W�� scale factor of 2.9±1.4, assuming that no GGM signal events contaminate the W�� CR.250

This scale factor is consistent with that of the corresponding
p

s = 8 TeV analysis [3], and is reconciled by251

a large and uncertain W�� production K-factor that depends strongly upon the momentum of the W��252

system [52]. When setting limits on specific signal models, a simultaneous fit to the control region and253

the signal region is performed, allowing both the signal and W�� contributions to float to their best-fit254

values.255

Last, the irreducible background from Z (! ⌫⌫)�� events, the only background without a data-derived256

normalization, is estimated with simulation and found to be 0.02 events. A ±100% uncertainty is257

conservatively applied to account for modelling uncertainties [53].258

A summary of the background contributions to the signal region is presented in Table 2. The QCD259

background can be traced to a few hundredths of an event at high Emiss
T and high me� , but no events are260

observed in the models for either the real diphoton or the jet-faking-photon backgrounds when the full signal261

region requirements are applied. Relaxing the me� requirement, and using a conservative extrapolation262

of the expected QCD background as a function of me� , the combined QCD background is estimated to be263

0.05+0.20
�0.05 events. The estimate of the electron-faking-photon background is established by the presence264

of two e� events in the background model passing the SR requirements, yielding a background estimate265

of 0.03± 0.02 events after application of the fake-factor weights. Summing all background contributions,266

a total of 0.27+0.22
�0.10 SM events are expected in the SR, with the largest contribution, 0.17 ± 0.08 events,267

expected to arise from W�� production. The background modelling was found to agree well in several268

validation regions, including the inclusive high-pT diphoton sample, as well as event selections with269

relaxed me� and Emiss
T requirements relative to those of the SR.270

Table 2: Summary of background estimates by source, and total combined background, in the signal region. The
uncertainties shown include the total statistical and systematic uncertainty. Also shown are the observed number
of events in the SR (‘Data’) and the expected number of signal events for the focus points (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 100)

and (mg̃,m�̃0
1
) = (1500, 1300), where all masses are in GeV.

Source Number of events
QCD (��, �j, jj) 0.05+0.20

�0.05
e ! � fakes 0.03 ± 0.02
W�� 0.17 ± 0.08
Z�� 0.02 ± 0.02
Sum 0.27+0.22

�0.10
(mg̃,m�̃0

1
) = (1500, 100) 7.0

(mg̃,m�̃0
1
) = (1500, 1300) 8.0

Data 0

13th June 2016 – 20:54 9

• No excess found. Set limits using 
profile likelihood and CLs

• Model ind. 95% CL upper limit of 3.0 
events on BSM (0.93 fb vis. cross sec.)

• m(g) > 1650 GeV in GGM model with 
bino NLSP

~

• 3.2 fb-1 of 13 TeV data surpasses 
reach of 20 fb-1 of 8 TeV data!

Run 2 result!
arXiv:1606.09150 
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the branching fraction of ~χ01 → hþ ~G to that of ~χ01 → γ þ ~G
is maintained at approximately 1.7:1 over the full range of
NLSP masses. The photonþ b analysis was found to
provide the greatest advantage relative to the diphoton
analysis for this ratio of branching fractions. In the limit
that m~χ01

≫ mZ, the NLSP branching fractions to hþ ~G,

γ þ ~G, and Z þ ~G approach 56%, 33%, and 11%, respec-
tively. The GGM SU(3) mass parameter M3 bears a direct
relation to the gluino mass, and is taken to be a free
parameter in this μ < 0 higgsino-bino model, with all
squark states decoupled. The GGM SU(2) mass parameter
M2 is set to a value of 2.5 TeV. Four other electroweak
gaugino states typically lie within 25 GeVof the ~χ01 NLSP:
the two lightest charginos ~χ"1 , and two additional neutra-
linos ~χ02 and ~χ03. The pair production of gluinos or any of
these four additional gaugino states leads to decays to the
~χ01 via cascades involving SM particles.
For the second of the higgsino-bino models, which is the

focus of the photonþ j analysis, the μ parameter is chosen
to be positive, which suppresses the hþ ~G decay mode of
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For all five models considered here, the mass of the

gravitino is chosen so that the NLSP decay length is never
greater than 1 mm. This ensures that all particles arising
from the decay of the NLSP are prompt, and in particular
that the relationship between the point and direction of
impact of photons from NLSP decay upon the face of the

FIG. 1 (color online). Typical production and decay-chain
processes for the gluino-production (left) and electroweak-
production (right) instances of the GGM model for which the
NLSP is a binolike neutralino, referred to in the text as the gluino-
bino and wino-bino models, respectively.

FIG. 2 (color online). Typical production and decay-chain
processes for the gluino-production instance of the GGM model
for which the NLSP is a higgsino-bino neutralino admixture,
referred to in the text as the higgsino-bino model. For the model
with μ < 0 (left), the final step of the cascade (the ~χ01 decay)
would have a probability of order 50% of producing a Higgs
boson rather than a photon or Z boson; for the model with μ > 0
(right), the ~χ01 decay would have a probability of order 50% of
producing a Z boson rather than a photon. For both of these
models, production can also proceed through gaugino and
neutralino states, which can dominate the production cross
section for high values of gluino mass.
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η–ϕ space between the leading photon and lepton. Finally,
the quantity R4

T is defined as the scalar sum of the
transverse momentum of the four highest-pT jets in the
event divided by the sum of the transverse momentum of all
jets in the event.

VI. EVENT SELECTION

The data sample is selected by a trigger requiring the
presence of one loose photon with energy projected into the
plane transverse to the beam pipe (ET) of greater than
120 GeV for the photonþ b, photonþ j and photonþ l
analyses, or two loose photons with ET > 40 GeV for the
diphoton analysis. Events are removed from the data
sample if they contain jets likely to be produced by beam
backgrounds, cosmic rays or detector noise, as described in
Ref. [67]. After applying data-quality requirements related
to the beam and detector conditions, the total available
integrated luminosity is 20.3 fb−1. The uncertainty on the
integrated luminosity is "2.8%, estimated via the meth-
odology of Ref. [72].
For the diphoton analysis, geared towards the explora-

tion of the gluino-bino and wino-bino GGM models
incorporating a purely binolike ~χ01, two separate SR
selection strategies were developed: a “SRγγ

S ” selection
geared towards the production of higher-mass strongly
coupled SUSY states (gluinos and squarks) and a “SRγγ

W ”
selection geared towards the production of lower-mass

weakly coupled SUSY states (winos). For each of these
approaches, two SRs are defined: the first (SRγγ

S−L, SR
γγ
W−L)

optimized for the case of a lower-mass ~χ01 and the second
(SRγγ

S−H, SR
γγ
W−H) for a higher-mass ~χ01.

For the photonþ b analysis, geared towards the higg-
sino-bino GGM model with a negative value of the μ
parameter, two SRs (SRγb

L , SRγb
H ) are defined. The SRs are

again distinguished by their optimization for low- and high-
~χ01 mass, respectively. In particular, the SRγb

L selection is
designed to have a high acceptance for events that arise
through the production of pairs of weakly coupled SUSY
partners, which can have a significant cross section for the
low-~χ01-mass reaches of the higgsino-bino GGM model
explored here. For the photonþ j analysis, geared towards
the higgsino-bino GGM model with a positive value of the
μ parameter, a further set of two SRs are defined (SRγj

L ,
SRγj

H). These two SRs are once again distinguished by their
optimization for low and high ~χ01 mass, respectively.
A final “SRγl

e=μ ” signal region was developed to search
for photonþ l events arising from the GGM model with
a winolike set of NLSPs. This SR is divided into two
subsets—SRγl

e and SRγl
μ —depending on the flavor of the

leading lepton (electron or muon).
All four diphoton SRs require two tight, isolated photons

with ET > 75 GeV, while the SRγb
L and SRγb

H signal regions
require a single tight, isolated photon with ET > 125 GeV

TABLE II. Enumeration of the requirements defining the four SRs developed for the diphoton signature search.

Signal Region SRγγ
S−L SRγγ

S−H SRγγ
W−L SRγγ

W−H

Number of photons (ET [GeV]) > 1 (> 75) > 1 (> 75) > 1 (> 75) > 1 (> 75)
Emiss
T [GeV] > 150 > 250 > 150 > 200

HT [GeV] … … > 600 > 400
meff [GeV] > 1800 > 1500 … …
Δϕminðjet; Emiss

T Þ (number of leading jets) > 0.5 (2) > 0.5 (2) > 0.5 (2) > 0.5 (2)
Δϕminðγ; Emiss

T Þ … > 0.5 … > 0.5

TABLE III. Enumeration of the requirements defining the four SRs developed for the photonþ b and photonþ j
signature searches.

Signal Region SRγb
L SRγb

H SRγj
L SRγj

H

Number of photons (ET [GeV]) > 0 (> 125) > 0 (> 150) 1 (> 125) 1 (> 300)
Emiss
T [GeV] > 100 > 200 > 200 > 300

HT [GeV] … > 1000 … > 800
Number of jets (number of b-jets) 2–4 (> 1) > 3 (> 0) > 3a > 1a

Number of leptons 0 … 0 0
Mbb [GeV] 75–150 … … …

Mγ;Emiss
T

T [GeV] > 90 > 90 … …

Δϕminðjet; Emiss
T Þ (number of leading jets) > 0.3 (2) > 0.3 (4) > 0.4 (2) > 0.4 (2)

R4
T … … < 0.85

Δϕminðjet; γÞ … … … < 2.0
aFor SRγj

L and SRγj
H, the two leading jets are required to have pT > 100 and pT > 40 GeV, respectively.
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between 50% and 100% is adopted to reflect the degree of
uncertainty in this fraction. The resulting QCD-background
estimate, for each of the four binolike SRs, is then obtained
by summing the scaled number of combined QCD control
and diphoton MC events with Emiss

T above the minimum
requirement for the given SR. Additional sources of
systematic uncertainty on the QCD-background estimate
include its dependence on the low-Emiss

T region used to
scale the diphoton MC and QCD control samples, and the
effect of possible mismodeling of the Δϕminðjet; Emiss

T Þ and
Δϕminðγ; Emiss

T Þ distributions of the QCD background by
the QCD control sample. Including both systematic uncer-
tainty and the statistical uncertainty associated with the
limited number of events in the QCD control and diphoton
MC samples, the result for the QCD background and its
overall uncertainty is shown in Table V.
The QCD-background model is validated by comparing

the observed numbers of events to the total expected SM
background in bins of 300 GeV in HT for the sideband
region 100 < Emiss

T < 150 GeV, for which event rates are
expected to be dominated by the QCD background. The
observed event rate tends to be somewhat lower than that
predicted by the overall background model, although it is
within 1 standard deviation of the overall background
model uncertainty for all HT bins.
The EW background, arising predominantly from W þ

X and tt̄ events, is estimated via an “electron-photon”
control sample composed of events with at least one
isolated tight photon and one isolated electron, each with
ET > 75 GeV, and scaled by the probability for such an
electron to be misreconstructed as a tight photon, as
estimated from a “tag-and-probe” study of the Z boson in
the ee and eγ sample. The electron-to-photon scale
factor varies between 1.9% (0 < jηj < 0.6) and 3.7%
(1.52 < jηj < 1.81), since it depends on the amount of
material in front of the calorimeter. Events with two or
more tight photons are vetoed from the control sample to
preserve its orthogonality to the signal sample. In the case
of more than one electron, the one with the highest
pT is used. Including systematic uncertainties of $25%
each, associated with a possible pT dependence of the
scale factor and a possible overlap between the QCD
and EW background estimates, leads to the estimates

for the EW background to the four diphoton SRs shown
in Table V.
The irreducible background is composed of two distinct

components: diphoton production in association with either
a W or Z boson. The latter contribution is relatively small
and is sufficiently well understood to allow the use of the
MC simulation, with a total cross section scaled to that of
Ref. [58], to directly estimate the Zð→ νν̄Þ þ γγ contribu-
tion to the four SRs. The value of this estimate is shown is
Table V; the uncertainty is dominated by a $50% uncer-
tainty on the Zð→ νν̄Þ þ γγ cross section of Ref. [58] that
arises from the variation of the factorization and renorm-
alization scales used to quantify the uncertainty due to
missing higher-order processes.
The Wð→ lνÞ þ γγ background to the four SRs is

estimated using a lepton-diphoton (lγγ) CR. To enhance
the contribution of Wð→ lνÞ þ γγ and ensure that the lγγ
CR is exclusive of the four SRs, the photon pT requirement
is lowered to 50 GeV and a requirement of 50 < Emiss

T <
150 GeV is imposed. To ensure that the CR sample arises
from the same region of the Wð→ lνÞ þ γγ process phase
space as the expected background, a further requirement
that the transverse momentum of the lγγ system be greater
than 100 GeV is imposed. A total of seven events is
observed in the CR, for which MC simulation suggests that
2.2 are expected to arise from SM sources other than
Wð→ lνÞ þ γγ. When setting limits on contributions from
new physics in the four SRs, a simultaneous fit to the CR
and the signal region under study is performed, allowing
both the signal andWð→ lνÞ þ γγ contributions to float to
their best-fit values. When setting model-dependent limits,
the fit also takes into account a possible signal contribution
to the lγγ CR, which can be significant for the electroweak-
production models in the case that the ~χ01 mass is light. In
the limit that no GGM signal contributes to the lγγ control
region, an enhancement factor of 2.3 must be applied to the
Wð→ lνÞ þ γγ MC sample to achieve agreement between
the MC simulation and data in the lγγ control region. The
resulting Wð→ lνÞ þ γγ-background estimate in each of
the four SRs, under the assumption that there is no signal
contribution to the lγγ CR, is shown in Table V; the
uncertainty is dominated by that of the limited number of
events in the lγγ CR. Also shown is the combined

TABLE V. The expected and observed numbers of events for the four diphoton signal regions. The quoted errors
are the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties.

Signal Regions SRγγ
S−L SRγγ

S−H SRγγ
W−L SRγγ

W−H

Expected background events 0.06þ0.24
−0.03 0.06þ0.24

−0.04 2.04þ0.82
−0.75 1.01þ0.48

−0.42
QCD 0.00þ0.24

−0.00 0.00þ0.24
−0.00 0.32þ0.45

−0.32 0.22þ0.33
−0.22

EW 0.02$ 0.02 0.0$ 0.0 0.64$ 0.27 0.13$ 0.08
ðW → lνÞγγ 0.04$ 0.02 0.05$ 0.04 1.01$ 0.62 0.53$ 0.34
ðZ → ννÞγγ 0.00$ 0.00 0.01$ 0.01 0.07$ 0.04 0.13$ 0.07
Observed events 0 0 5 1
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any value of the NLSP bino mass less than that of the
gluino (wino) mass.
Due to the discrete nature of the number-of-observed-

events likelihood distribution in background-only pseu-
doexperiments, when both the expected number of
observed events and its uncertainty are close to zero the
expected limit is dominated by the case of zero observed
events. This leads to a very narrow one-standard-deviation
range for the expected limit, as observed for the expected-
limit contour displayed in Fig. 8. In addition, because the
observed number of events is very close to the expected
number of events for SRγγ

S−H and SRγγ
S−L, the expected and

observed limits are nearly identical in Fig. 8.
For the photonþ b analysis, limits are set in the two-

dimensional plane of gluino and ~χ01 mass for the higgsino-
bino GGM model with a negative value of the μ parameter.
For NLSPmasses near the 95%CL exclusion contour, SRγb

L
is expected to provide greater sensitivity for NLSP masses
below approximately 600 GeV, and so is made use of in this
region; above that, SRγb

H is used to establish the degree of
exclusion of points in the GGM model space. The resulting
observed exclusion contour is shown in Fig. 10. Again
choosing the −1 standard-deviation observed contour, in
the context of this GGM model a conservative lower limit
of 1300 GeV is established for the gluino mass over much
of the range of the higgsino-bino NLSP mass. For NLSP
masses above 1000 GeV the sensitivity lessens due to
the restriction of the phase space for producing an
energetic b-jet, while for NLSP masses below 600 GeV,

the onset of the direct production of gaugino states begins
to make the analysis insensitive to the value of the
gluino mass.
For the photonþ j analysis, limits are set in the two-

dimensional plane of the GGM parameters μ andM3 for the
higgsino-bino GGM model with a positive value of the μ
parameter. For values of μ near the 95% CL exclusion
contour, SRγj

L is expected to provide a greater sensitivity for
NLSP masses below approximately 900 GeV, and so is
made use of in this region; above that, SRγj

H is used to
establish the degree of exclusion of GGM model-space
points. The resulting observed exclusion contour is shown
in Fig. 11. Again choosing the −1 standard-deviation
observed contour, in the context of this GGM model a
conservative lower limit of 1140 GeV is established for the
gluino mass parameter M3 over much of the range of the μ
parameter. For values of M3 close to the value of μ for
which the gluino mass approaches that of the higgsino-bino
NLSP, the sensitivity of the analysis lessens due to the
restriction of phase space for producing multiple high-
pT jets.
For the photonþ l analysis, a limit is set on the wino

mass, the single free parameter of the wino-NLSP model.
Figure 12 shows the observed limit on the cross section for
wino production in this model, as well as the corresponding
expected limit with "1 and "2 standard-deviation uncer-
tainty bands. Also shown is the cross section as a function
of wino mass, with its "1 standard-deviation range. In the
context of this wino-NLSP model, conservatively choosing
the −1 standard-deviation cross-section contour leads to an
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wino mass while the horizontal axis represents bino mass. The
observed limits are exhibited for the nominal SUSY model cross-
section expectation, as well as for a SUSY cross section increased
and decreased by 1 standard deviation of the cross-section
systematic uncertainty. Also shown is the expected limit, along
with its "1 standard-deviation range. The discontinuity at m~χ0

1
¼

350 GeV is due to the switch between the use of the SRγγ
W−L and

SRγγ
W−H analyses, the former of which exhibits a small excess of

observed events relative to the expected SM background.
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FIG. 10 (color online). Exclusion limits in the gluino-neutralino
mass plane, for the higgsino-bino GGM model with μ < 0, using
the merged (see text) SRγb

L and SRγb
H analyses. The observed

limits are shown for the nominal SUSY model cross-section
expectation, as well as for a SUSY cross section increased and
decreased by 1 standard deviation of the cross-section systematic
uncertainty. The expected limit is also shown, along with its "1σ
range. For NLSP masses below approximately 450 GeV, the onset
of the direct production of gaugino states makes the analysis
insensitive to the value of the gluino mass.
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• In Run 1 also searched for wino prod. with bino NLSP
• Define two weak SRs, for high and low bino mass.
• Similar background modeling. Jets faking photons fit 

to low ETmiss region instead of using fake factor
• m(W) > 590 GeV in this model
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• In Run 1 also searched for wino prod. with wino NLSP
• W± and W0 nearly mass degenerate: co-NLSPs
• W± decays to W±+G, W0 to Z or γ+G, with BR to 

photons approaching sin2θw for high mass
• HTjets, the scalar sum of the pT of jets, < 100 GeV 

significantly reduces ttbar γ background
• Wγ background dominates: fit in CR

with intermediate ETmiss and mT

• ttbar γ and Zγ from MC
• Jets faking photons modeled 

using isolation template method
• Electrons faking photons: MC with

data/MC scale factor from Z→ee/eγ
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detector is consistent with that of a prompt photon (a
separate analysis [27] searches for GGM models with a
longer-lived binolike NLSP, leading to signatures with
nonprompt photons). In addition, the ratio tan β of the
two SUSY Higgs-doublet vacuum-expectation values is set
to a value of 1.5; for all five models, the phenomenology
relevant to this search is only weakly dependent on the
value of tan β.

III. SAMPLES OF SIMULATED PROCESSES

For the GGM models under study, the SUSY mass
spectra and branching ratios are calculated using SUSPECT

2.41 [28] and SDECAY 1.3b [29], respectively, inside the
package SUSY-HIT 1.3 [30]. The Monte Carlo (MC) SUSY
signal samples are produced using HERWIG++ 2.5.2 [31]
with CTEQ6L1 parton distribution functions (PDFs) [32].
Signal cross sections are calculated to next-to-leading
order (NLO) in the strong coupling constant, including,
for the case of strong production, the resummation of soft
gluon emission at next-to-leading-logarithmic accuracy
(NLOþ NLL) [33–37]. The nominal cross section and
its uncertainty are taken from an envelope of cross-section
predictions using different PDF sets and factorization and
renormalization scales [38]. At fixed center-of-mass
energy, SUSY production cross sections decrease rapidly
with increasing SUSY partner mass. At

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 8 TeV, the

gluino-production cross section is approximately 24 fb for
a gluino mass of 1000 GeV and falls to below 1 fb for a
gluino mass of 1400 GeV. The wino production cross
section is approximately 15 fb for a wino mass of 500 GeV,
and falls to approximately 1 fb for a wino mass of 750 GeV.
While most of the backgrounds to the GGM models

under examination are estimated through the use of control
samples selected from data, as described below, the
extrapolation from control regions (CRs) to signal regions
(SRs) depends on simulated samples, as do the optimiza-
tion studies. The simulation of W and Z boson production,
including events with up to five accompanying partons, is
calculated by two different generators. The ALPGEN 2.14
[39] Monte Carlo generator is interfaced to HERWIG 6.520
for showering and fragmentation and to JIMMY [40] for
simulation of the underlying event. Parton distributions are

provided by the CTEQ6L1 functions. Similar samples are
produced with the SHERPA 1.4.1 generator [41] with CT10

[42] PDFs, for up to four accompanying partons.
Wγ production is also simulated via ALPGEN interfaced

to HERWIG and JIMMY, but makes use of the CT10 PDFs.
Other Wγ samples are generated, as is the Zγ process, by
using SHERPA with the CT10 PDFs. The tt̄γ process is
simulated at leading order (LO) using MADGRAPH 5.1.5.11
[43] and CTEQ6L1, interfaced to the PYTHIA 6.427 parton
shower generator [44]. The tt̄ process is simulated not only
with the POWHEG generator interfaced to PYTHIA and the
CTEQ6L1 PDFs, but also with the MC@NLO 4.06 generator
[45,46] and the CT10 PDFs, including full NLO QCD
corrections. This contribution is rescaled to match the tt̄
cross section at NNLO with NNLL soft gluon terms, as
calculated with topþþ 2.0 [47–52]. The tγ and t̄γ proc-
esses are simulated with the WHIZARD 2.1.1 [53,54] gen-
erator, with four-flavor/five-flavor matching provided using
HOPPET [55]. Additional photon radiation is added with
PHOTOS [56], with parton showering and fragmentation
again simulated with PYTHIA. Other t and t̄ samples are
generated with POWHEG.
The γ þ jetðsÞ process is simulated in a similar manner to

the W% or Z samples using ALPGEN interfaced to HERWIG

and JIMMY and the CTEQ6L1 PDFs. A generator-level
requirement of 35 GeV is applied to the photon transverse
momentum pγ

T, and the sample is generated in exclusive
bins of pγ

T to produce a more statistically significant sample
at higher values of pγ

T. Additional γ þ jetðsÞ samples are
used, simulated with SHERPA and the CT10 PDFs. The
prompt diphoton sample is generated with PYTHIA 6.423,
which includes the subprocesses gg → γγ and qq̄ → γγ,
with the requirement that there be at least two prompt
photons with generated transverse momentum greater than
20 GeV. Parton densities are modeled according to the
MRST 2007 LO* [57] functions.
The background from Zð→ νν̄Þ þ γγ production is

simulated using the SHERPA MC generator, normalized to
a cross section calculated at LO using MADGRAPH 5 and the
CTEQ6L1 PDF, and then corrected by aK-factor of 2.0% 1.0
[58]. The background from Wð→ lνÞ þ γγ production is
simulated using the ALPGEN MC generator, although the
overall normalization is set via a study making use of data
events containing two photons and a charged lepton (to be
discussed below). Diboson production, for the case that
each boson is a W or Z, is simulated with POWHEG.
All MC samples are processed with the GEANT4-based

simulation [59] of the ATLAS detector [60], or, where
appropriate, a simulation of the ATLAS detector based on
parametrized shower shapes in the calorimeter, and GEANT4

elsewhere. Corrections are applied to the simulated samples
to account for differences between data and simulation for
the lepton and photon trigger, identification, and
reconstruction efficiencies, as well as for the efficiency
and misidentification rate of the algorithm used to identify

FIG. 3 (color online). Typical production and decay-chain
processes for the wino-NLSP model. In this model, the ~χ01 is a
pure ~W0 state, while the ~χ%1 are the two charged wino states.
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SRγj
L and SRγj

H in Table III, and to the two photonþ l SRs
in Table IV. After all selection requirements, the numbers of
events remaining in the various signal regions are 0 (SRγγ

S−L,
SRγγ

S−H), 5 (SRγγ
W−L), 1 (SRγγ

W−H), 12 (SRγb
L ), 2 (SRγb

H , SR
γj
L ,

SRγj
H), 16 (SRγl

e ) and 10 (SRγl
μ ).

VII. BACKGROUND ESTIMATION

Backgrounds to the various SRs arise from a number of
sources, including processes such as radiative vector boson
production that generate real photons in combination with
energetic neutrinos, as well as events in which one or more
energetic jets or electrons are misidentified as a photon.
While these sources contribute generically to all four
signatures explored in this study, the differing definitions
of each of the associated SRs lead to, in many cases,
significant differences in the manner in which the
contributions of these various background sources are
estimated. In the following, the methodology of the back-
ground estimation for each of the four experimental
signatures is discussed, and the resulting background
estimates, broken down by source, are tabulated. For the
estimation of background contributions that rely upon MC
simulation, either directly or through the estimation of
“transfer factors” relating the background content of con-
trol regions to that of corresponding SRs, the effect of MC
modeling uncertainties have been considered; in general,
these uncertainties are found not to be dominant contribu-
tions to the overall uncertainty in the background estimates.
Background models are confirmed in validation regions
(VRs) with selection criteria closely related to those of the
corresponding SR, but with one or more selection criteria
modified to suppress the contribution of possible GGM
signal to the VR.

A. Backgrounds to the diphoton analysis

Backgrounds from SM contributions to the four dipho-
ton SRs are grouped into three primary components. The
first of these, referred to as “QCD background,” arises from
a mixture of processes that include γγ production as well as
γ þ jet and multijet events with at least one jet misrecon-
structed as a photon. The second background component,

referred to as “EW background,” is due toW þ X (here “X”
can be any number of jets, accompanied by no more than
one photon; the two-photon case is treated separately) and
tt̄ events, with a smaller contribution arising from Z þ X
events. These events tend to include final-state neutrinos
that produce significant Emiss

T . In both cases, EW back-
ground events entering the signal regions generally have at
least one electron misreconstructed as a photon. The QCD
and EW backgrounds are estimated through the use of
dedicated control samples of data events.
The third background component, referred to as “irreduc-

ible,” consists of W and Z bosons produced in association
with two real photons, with a subsequent decay into one or
more neutrinos. For this background, the Wð→ lνÞ þ γγ
component dominates, and requires corrections to its
LO contribution that are both large and rapidly varying
across the phase space of theWð→ lνÞ þ γγ (plus possible
additional jets) process [73]. Thus a data-driven approach
was developed to constrain theWð→ lνÞ þ γγ contribution
to the four SRs. TheZð→ νν̄Þ þ γγ contribution is estimated
directly from the MC simulation.
The QCD background to SRγγ

S−L, SR
γγ
S−H, SR

γγ
W−L and

SRγγ
W−H is expected to arise from events with two real,

isolated photons (diphoton QCD events) unaccompanied
by any additional electroweak bosons, and from events with
a single real, isolated photon and a jet whose fragmentation
fluctuates in such a manner as to cause it to be misidentified
as a second isolated photon (“photonþ jet” QCD events).
A contribution from dijet QCD events is found to be small
and largely incorporated into the photonþ jet background
estimate. To estimate the photonþ jet contribution a “QCD
control sample” is identified within the diphoton-trigger
data sample by selecting events for which one photon
candidate satisfies the tight selection criterion, while the
other satisfies the loose but not the tight photon criterion.
QCD control sample events containing electrons are vetoed
to reduce contamination fromW → eν decays. Studies with
MC simulated samples as well as Emiss

T and HT sideband
data suggest that the Emiss

T distribution of this control
sample adequately reproduces the Emiss

T distribution of
the QCD background in the high-Emiss

T region used for
the signal selection. A diphoton MC sample is used for the
estimation of the diphoton contribution to the QCD
background.
The HT, meff , Δϕminðjet; Emiss

T Þ and Δϕminðγ; Emiss
T Þ

requirements associated with each of the four SRs are
applied to the QCD control and diphoton MC samples, and
the resulting samples are scaled so that the combination of
the two samples exactly reproduces the number of observed
diphoton events (for the given SR) in the region
0 < Emiss

T < 60 GeV, and with the diphoton MC sample
providing a specified fraction of the total event count in this
region. As suggested by the independent ATLAS H → γγ
[74] and isolated photon pair cross-section [75] analyses,
this fraction is set to 75%, although in this analysis a range

TABLE IV. Enumeration of the requirements defining the two
SRs developed for the photonþ l signature search.

Signal Region SRγl
e SRγl

μ

Number of photons (ET [GeV]) > 0 (> 125) > 0 (> 125)
Emiss
T [GeV] > 120 > 120

Hjets
T [GeV] < 100 < 100

Number of leptons > 0 (e) > 0 (μ)
jMeγ −MZj [GeV] (> 15) …

Ml;Emiss
T

T [GeV] > 120 > 120

ΔRðl; γÞ > 0.7 > 0.7
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assumption of a !50% uncertainty in the rate of single-top
and diboson production.
All other sources of background, including those from

Z þ jet, γ þ jet and γγ production, are expected to con-
tribute only minimally to the total SR backgrounds. In
particular, a potential background from γ þ jet events
arising from jet-to-lepton misidentification is estimated
using a matrix method (as described in Ref. [76]) making
use of a control region incorporating nonisolated lepton
candidates, and is found to contribute 0.1 events to the
overall background estimate for each of the SRγl

e and SRγl
μ

samples. A summary of the resulting background estimates
for the SRγl

e and SRγl
μ SRs is shown in Table VIII, broken

down by source.
The background model is validated for each SR by

comparing expected and observed event rates in two VRs.

An MT VR is defined by relaxing the Ml;Emiss
T

T requirement

to 35 < Ml;Emiss
T

T < 90 GeV; to increase the number of
events in this VR, the Emiss

T requirement is also relaxed
to Emiss

T > 100 GeV. A Emiss
T VR is defined by relaxing the

Emiss
T requirement to 45 < Emiss

T < 100 GeV while leaving

the Ml;Emiss
T

T requirement unchanged. For the electron and
muon channels combined, the number of events in the Emiss

T
VR is observed to be somewhat less than that expected for
the background model, although still within 2 standard
deviations of the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainty. Good agreement is found for the MT VR.

VIII. SIGNAL EFFICIENCY AND SYSTEMATIC
UNCERTAINTY

GGM signal acceptances and efficiencies are estimated
usingMC simulation for each simulated point in the gluino-
bino, wino-bino, higgsino-bino, and wino-NLSP parameter
spaces, and vary widely across the regions of these spaces
relevant to establishing the limit contours presented below.

The product of acceptance times efficiency tends to be
greatest (10%–25%) when the masses of both the produced
and the NLSP states are largest, leading to large amounts of
both visible energy and missing transverse momentum that
would clearly distinguish signal from background events.
However, for the lower accessible mass scales associated
with electroweak production, and particularly for the case
of a low-mass NLSP, the product of acceptance times
efficiency can be significantly smaller. For example, for the
region relevant to establishing limits at low values of μ, the
efficiency of the SRγj

L analysis is less than 0.1%, leading to a
relatively modest lower limit on the mass of produced
SUSY states.
Making use of a bootstrap method [77], the efficiencies

of both the single photon and diphoton triggers are
determined to be greater than 99%, with an uncertainty
of less than 1%.
The reconstruction efficiency for tight, isolated photons

is estimated with complementary data-driven methods [78].
Photons identified kinematically as having come from
radiative decays of a Z boson (Z → lþl−γ events) are
used to study the photon reconstruction efficiency as a
function of pT and η. Independent measurements making
use of a tag-and-probe approach with Z → ee events, with
one of the electrons used to probe the calorimeter response
to electromagnetic depositions, also provide information
about the photon reconstruction efficiency. For photons
with ET > 75 GeV, the identification efficiency in the
range 0 < jηj < 1.81 is greater than 95%; for the range
1.81 < jηj < 2.37 the efficiency is approximately 90%.
The uncertainty in the efficiency also varies with jηj, and
lies between !ð1–2Þ%
The isolated electron efficiency is also estimated using

tag-and-probe methods, making use of samples of Z → ee
and J=ψ → ee events as described in Refs. [62,63]. The
efficiency and its uncertainty are estimated as a function of
electron pT and η, leading to an overall uncertainty of
!1.0% on the efficiency of the photonþ l analysis, the
only analysis that explicitly requires an electron. The muon
identification uncertainty, estimated as described in
Ref. [65], is found to contribute an uncertainty of only
0.4% on the efficiency of the photonþ l analysis.
In portions of the GGM parameter space, uncertainties

that vary across the parameter space dominate the system-
atic uncertainty on the signal acceptance times efficiency.
These model-dependent uncertainties include those due to
uncertainties in the photon, electron and jet-energy scales,
the b-jet tagging efficiency, and the “pileup” uncertainty
arising from the modeling of additional interactions in the
same or nearby bunch crossings.
The electron and photon energy scale is determined

using samples of Z → ee and J=ψ → ee events [79], both
of whose masses are known precisely and thus provide an
accurate calibration signal for determination of the electro-
magnetic calorimeter response. Uncertainties arise from

TABLE VIII. The expected and observed numbers of events for
the two photonþ l signal regions. The quoted errors are the
combined statistical and systematic uncertainties. The contribu-
tion from the Zγ process arises from events for which one of the
leptons from the Z → lþl− decay is either missed or badly
mismeasured. The likelihood of this occurring is significantly
greater for muons than electrons.

Signal Regions SRγl
e SRγl

μ

Expected background events 10.5! 1.4 14.1! 1.5

Wγ 6.7! 1.2 8.8! 1.3
tt̄γ 1.4! 0.6 1.7! 0.7
Zγ 0.0! 0.0 1.2! 0.6
Jet → γ 1.5! 1.0 1.2! 0.7
e → γ 0.7! 0.2 0.8! 0.3
Other sources 0.3! 0.1 0.4! 0.2
Observed events 16 10
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exclusion of GGM winos in the range 124 < M ~W <
361 GeV; for M ~W < 124 GeV the signal contamination
in the Wγ CR becomes too large to permit a reliable
estimate of the Wγ background. These limits are based on

the direct production of the wino NLSP in the limit where
squark masses are infinite, and are independent of
gluino mass.

X. CONCLUSION

Making use of 20.3 fb−1 of pp collision data at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼

8 TeV recorded by the ATLAS detector at the LHC, a
search is performed for photonic signatures of new physics
associated with significant Emiss

T . Four experimental sig-
natures are explored, each involving at least one energetic
isolated final-state photon in association with significant
Emiss
T , and used to search for evidence for several GGM

SUSY scenarios. No significant excess of events over the
SM expectation is observed in any of the searches and so
limits are set on possible contributions of new physics.
Model-independent limits are set on the numbers of events
from new physics and the associated visible cross section.
Model-dependent limits are set on the masses of SUSY
particles or on mass parameters associated with the various
GGM scenario models.
A diphoton signature is used to explore both strongly and

weakly produced SUSY states with a decay chain proceed-
ing through a binolike NLSP. In the context of these
models, lower limits of 1290 and 590 GeV are set on
the masses of a degenerate octet of gluinos and a degenerate
set of winos, respectively, for any value of the bino mass
less than the mass of these produced states. A photon-plus-
b-jet signature is used to search for a scenario in which the
GGM NLSP is a higgsino-bino admixture with a roughly
equal branching fraction to photons and to the SM Higgs
boson. In the context of this model, a lower limit of
1260 GeV is established for the gluino mass over much of
the range of the higgsino-bino NLSP mass; for NLSP
masses below approximately 450 GeV, the onset of the
direct production of gaugino states makes the analysis
insensitive to the value of the gluino mass. A photon-plus-
jet signature is used to search for an alternative scenario for
which the GGM NLSP is a higgsino-bino admixture with a
roughly equal branching fraction to photons and to the SM
Z boson. In the context of this model, a lower limit of
1140 GeV is established for the gluino mass parameter M3

over much of the range of the higgsino mass parameter μ.
Finally, a photon-plus-lepton signature is used to search for
a scenario for which the GGM NLSP is a degenerate set of
three wino states. Based on the possible direct production
of these states, in the limit of infinite squark mass GGM
winos are excluded in the range 124 < M ~W < 361 GeV,
independent of the gluino mass.
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H analyses. The

observed limits are shown for the nominal SUSY model cross-
section expectation, as well as for a SUSY cross section increased
and decreased by 1 standard deviation of the cross-section
systematic uncertainty. The expected limit is also shown, along
with its #1 standard-deviation range. Values of M3 below
1100 GeV are excluded for most values of the μ parameter,
although a significant region corresponding to the case for which
the gluino mass is close to that of the lightest neutralino masses
remains unexcluded due to the requirements of one or more jets
arising from the gluino decay. The top and right axes represent the
corresponding values of the lightest neutralino and gluino
masses, respectively.
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• Signal contamination in the Wγ 
CR limits low-mass reach

• 0.70 fb and 0.30 fb visible 
cross section limits in the 
electron and muon channels

• Muon and electron signal regions treated 
separately and combined in the likelihood.

• In GGM model with wino NLSP, exclude 
124 < m(W) < 361 GeV
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• Two additional analyses targeted models with 
higgsino/bino admixture neutralino NLSPs

• If µ < 0, the higgsino/bino admixture can decay to a 
real h + G or γ + G (and at reduced rate, Z + G)
• for the photon+b analysis:  µ, M1 set so that the 

ratio of BFs is 1.7:1 Higgs vs. photon
• If µ > 0, the neutralino to Higgs decay is suppressed

• for the photon + j analysis:  µ, M1 set so that the 
BFs to γ + G and Z + G are 50% and 49%

• M3 (the gluino mass) is also considered a free 
parameter in the model, though electroweak 
production is also allowed.

• The particular signatures are also quite general: 
results can be re-interpreted for other models
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the branching fraction of ~χ01 → hþ ~G to that of ~χ01 → γ þ ~G
is maintained at approximately 1.7:1 over the full range of
NLSP masses. The photonþ b analysis was found to
provide the greatest advantage relative to the diphoton
analysis for this ratio of branching fractions. In the limit
that m~χ01

≫ mZ, the NLSP branching fractions to hþ ~G,

γ þ ~G, and Z þ ~G approach 56%, 33%, and 11%, respec-
tively. The GGM SU(3) mass parameter M3 bears a direct
relation to the gluino mass, and is taken to be a free
parameter in this μ < 0 higgsino-bino model, with all
squark states decoupled. The GGM SU(2) mass parameter
M2 is set to a value of 2.5 TeV. Four other electroweak
gaugino states typically lie within 25 GeVof the ~χ01 NLSP:
the two lightest charginos ~χ"1 , and two additional neutra-
linos ~χ02 and ~χ03. The pair production of gluinos or any of
these four additional gaugino states leads to decays to the
~χ01 via cascades involving SM particles.
For the second of the higgsino-bino models, which is the

focus of the photonþ j analysis, the μ parameter is chosen
to be positive, which suppresses the hþ ~G decay mode of
the higgsino. As in the models described above, the NLSP
mass is taken to be a free parameter. The M1 and μ
parameters are adjusted so that the branching fractions of
the ~χ01 to γ þ ~G, Z þ ~G and hþ ~G are maintained close to
50%, 49% and 1% for most values of the ~χ01 and gluino
masses. In this model, the production of gluino pairs can be
followed by decays to both a single photon and a hadroni-
cally decaying Z boson, producing events with a single
isolated high-energy photon accompanied by two jets. In
the case that the gluino mass is substantially larger than the
~χ01 mass, additional jets can be produced in the cascade.
Three additional electroweak gaugino states lie close in
mass to the ~χ01, allowing for the possibility of SUSY
production through pairs of these states. Such events tend
to produce fewer jets than those that proceed through
gluino production, but in certain regions of the model space
can provide a significant contribution to data samples
selected to isolate the photon-plus-jets signature. As in
the μ < 0 higgsino-bino model, the value of M3, which is

directly related to the gluino mass, is taken to be a free
parameter, M2 is set to a value of 2.5 TeV, and all squark
states are decoupled. Typical production and decay-chain
processes for the two models for which the NLSP is a
higgsino-bino admixture are shown in Fig. 2.
Finally, the wino-NLSP model, which is the focus of the

photonþ l analysis, incorporates a set of three degenerate
winolike NLSPs. This set includes the neutral ~W0, which as
the lightest neutral gaugino is also referred to as the ~χ01, as
well as the two charged wino states, which form the ~χ"1
states. Production proceeds through the direct production of
pairs of NLSP states; such events usually contain at least
one ~W0 NLSP. Although the ~W0 couples preferentially to
the Z boson relative to the photon, the ~W0 decays into a
photonþ gravitino final state with unit branching fraction
for wino mass below that of the Z boson. The ~W0 branching
fraction to photonþ gravitino approaches sin2 θW for wino
masses far above that of the Z boson. Leptons can be
produced either through the decays of charged wino states,
or through the decays of Z bosons that arise from ~W0 decay,
leading to a significant probability that the overall final
state would contain both a photon and a lepton. In this
model, a common wino mass scale is taken as a free
parameter, with all other GGM mass parameters set to a
value of 2.5 TeV, except the squark masses, which are set to
infinity. A production and decay diagram typical for this
model is shown in Fig. 3.
For all five models considered here, the mass of the

gravitino is chosen so that the NLSP decay length is never
greater than 1 mm. This ensures that all particles arising
from the decay of the NLSP are prompt, and in particular
that the relationship between the point and direction of
impact of photons from NLSP decay upon the face of the

FIG. 1 (color online). Typical production and decay-chain
processes for the gluino-production (left) and electroweak-
production (right) instances of the GGM model for which the
NLSP is a binolike neutralino, referred to in the text as the gluino-
bino and wino-bino models, respectively.

FIG. 2 (color online). Typical production and decay-chain
processes for the gluino-production instance of the GGM model
for which the NLSP is a higgsino-bino neutralino admixture,
referred to in the text as the higgsino-bino model. For the model
with μ < 0 (left), the final step of the cascade (the ~χ01 decay)
would have a probability of order 50% of producing a Higgs
boson rather than a photon or Z boson; for the model with μ > 0
(right), the ~χ01 decay would have a probability of order 50% of
producing a Z boson rather than a photon. For both of these
models, production can also proceed through gaugino and
neutralino states, which can dominate the production cross
section for high values of gluino mass.
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mass to the ~χ01, allowing for the possibility of SUSY
production through pairs of these states. Such events tend
to produce fewer jets than those that proceed through
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parameter, M2 is set to a value of 2.5 TeV, and all squark
states are decoupled. Typical production and decay-chain
processes for the two models for which the NLSP is a
higgsino-bino admixture are shown in Fig. 2.
Finally, the wino-NLSP model, which is the focus of the

photonþ l analysis, incorporates a set of three degenerate
winolike NLSPs. This set includes the neutral ~W0, which as
the lightest neutral gaugino is also referred to as the ~χ01, as
well as the two charged wino states, which form the ~χ"1
states. Production proceeds through the direct production of
pairs of NLSP states; such events usually contain at least
one ~W0 NLSP. Although the ~W0 couples preferentially to
the Z boson relative to the photon, the ~W0 decays into a
photonþ gravitino final state with unit branching fraction
for wino mass below that of the Z boson. The ~W0 branching
fraction to photonþ gravitino approaches sin2 θW for wino
masses far above that of the Z boson. Leptons can be
produced either through the decays of charged wino states,
or through the decays of Z bosons that arise from ~W0 decay,
leading to a significant probability that the overall final
state would contain both a photon and a lepton. In this
model, a common wino mass scale is taken as a free
parameter, with all other GGM mass parameters set to a
value of 2.5 TeV, except the squark masses, which are set to
infinity. A production and decay diagram typical for this
model is shown in Fig. 3.
For all five models considered here, the mass of the

gravitino is chosen so that the NLSP decay length is never
greater than 1 mm. This ensures that all particles arising
from the decay of the NLSP are prompt, and in particular
that the relationship between the point and direction of
impact of photons from NLSP decay upon the face of the

FIG. 1 (color online). Typical production and decay-chain
processes for the gluino-production (left) and electroweak-
production (right) instances of the GGM model for which the
NLSP is a binolike neutralino, referred to in the text as the gluino-
bino and wino-bino models, respectively.

FIG. 2 (color online). Typical production and decay-chain
processes for the gluino-production instance of the GGM model
for which the NLSP is a higgsino-bino neutralino admixture,
referred to in the text as the higgsino-bino model. For the model
with μ < 0 (left), the final step of the cascade (the ~χ01 decay)
would have a probability of order 50% of producing a Higgs
boson rather than a photon or Z boson; for the model with μ > 0
(right), the ~χ01 decay would have a probability of order 50% of
producing a Z boson rather than a photon. For both of these
models, production can also proceed through gaugino and
neutralino states, which can dominate the production cross
section for high values of gluino mass.
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Photon + (b-)jets + ETmiss backgrounds
• Two SRs defined per analysis, targeting light or heavy NLSPs
• e→γ background modeled using fake factor on e + (b-)jets events
• Wγ, top+γ background modeled with MC normalized to ℓ + γ + (b-)jets CRs.

• Photon+jet analysis uses separate CRs for W and top. 
• photon+b does not distinguish fake photons; 

photon+jets uses isolation template
• For fake ETmiss,  photon+b uses ABCD method, photon+jet a low ETmiss CR
• Z (and in photon+jet single-top) + γ from MC

10

η–ϕ space between the leading photon and lepton. Finally,
the quantity R4

T is defined as the scalar sum of the
transverse momentum of the four highest-pT jets in the
event divided by the sum of the transverse momentum of all
jets in the event.

VI. EVENT SELECTION

The data sample is selected by a trigger requiring the
presence of one loose photon with energy projected into the
plane transverse to the beam pipe (ET) of greater than
120 GeV for the photonþ b, photonþ j and photonþ l
analyses, or two loose photons with ET > 40 GeV for the
diphoton analysis. Events are removed from the data
sample if they contain jets likely to be produced by beam
backgrounds, cosmic rays or detector noise, as described in
Ref. [67]. After applying data-quality requirements related
to the beam and detector conditions, the total available
integrated luminosity is 20.3 fb−1. The uncertainty on the
integrated luminosity is "2.8%, estimated via the meth-
odology of Ref. [72].
For the diphoton analysis, geared towards the explora-

tion of the gluino-bino and wino-bino GGM models
incorporating a purely binolike ~χ01, two separate SR
selection strategies were developed: a “SRγγ

S ” selection
geared towards the production of higher-mass strongly
coupled SUSY states (gluinos and squarks) and a “SRγγ

W ”
selection geared towards the production of lower-mass

weakly coupled SUSY states (winos). For each of these
approaches, two SRs are defined: the first (SRγγ

S−L, SR
γγ
W−L)

optimized for the case of a lower-mass ~χ01 and the second
(SRγγ

S−H, SR
γγ
W−H) for a higher-mass ~χ01.

For the photonþ b analysis, geared towards the higg-
sino-bino GGM model with a negative value of the μ
parameter, two SRs (SRγb

L , SRγb
H ) are defined. The SRs are

again distinguished by their optimization for low- and high-
~χ01 mass, respectively. In particular, the SRγb

L selection is
designed to have a high acceptance for events that arise
through the production of pairs of weakly coupled SUSY
partners, which can have a significant cross section for the
low-~χ01-mass reaches of the higgsino-bino GGM model
explored here. For the photonþ j analysis, geared towards
the higgsino-bino GGM model with a positive value of the
μ parameter, a further set of two SRs are defined (SRγj

L ,
SRγj

H). These two SRs are once again distinguished by their
optimization for low and high ~χ01 mass, respectively.
A final “SRγl

e=μ ” signal region was developed to search
for photonþ l events arising from the GGM model with
a winolike set of NLSPs. This SR is divided into two
subsets—SRγl

e and SRγl
μ —depending on the flavor of the

leading lepton (electron or muon).
All four diphoton SRs require two tight, isolated photons

with ET > 75 GeV, while the SRγb
L and SRγb

H signal regions
require a single tight, isolated photon with ET > 125 GeV

TABLE II. Enumeration of the requirements defining the four SRs developed for the diphoton signature search.

Signal Region SRγγ
S−L SRγγ

S−H SRγγ
W−L SRγγ

W−H

Number of photons (ET [GeV]) > 1 (> 75) > 1 (> 75) > 1 (> 75) > 1 (> 75)
Emiss
T [GeV] > 150 > 250 > 150 > 200

HT [GeV] … … > 600 > 400
meff [GeV] > 1800 > 1500 … …
Δϕminðjet; Emiss

T Þ (number of leading jets) > 0.5 (2) > 0.5 (2) > 0.5 (2) > 0.5 (2)
Δϕminðγ; Emiss

T Þ … > 0.5 … > 0.5

TABLE III. Enumeration of the requirements defining the four SRs developed for the photonþ b and photonþ j
signature searches.

Signal Region SRγb
L SRγb

H SRγj
L SRγj

H

Number of photons (ET [GeV]) > 0 (> 125) > 0 (> 150) 1 (> 125) 1 (> 300)
Emiss
T [GeV] > 100 > 200 > 200 > 300

HT [GeV] … > 1000 … > 800
Number of jets (number of b-jets) 2–4 (> 1) > 3 (> 0) > 3a > 1a

Number of leptons 0 … 0 0
Mbb [GeV] 75–150 … … …

Mγ;Emiss
T

T [GeV] > 90 > 90 … …

Δϕminðjet; Emiss
T Þ (number of leading jets) > 0.3 (2) > 0.3 (4) > 0.4 (2) > 0.4 (2)

R4
T … … < 0.85

Δϕminðjet; γÞ … … … < 2.0
aFor SRγj

L and SRγj
H, the two leading jets are required to have pT > 100 and pT > 40 GeV, respectively.
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any value of the NLSP bino mass less than that of the
gluino (wino) mass.
Due to the discrete nature of the number-of-observed-

events likelihood distribution in background-only pseu-
doexperiments, when both the expected number of
observed events and its uncertainty are close to zero the
expected limit is dominated by the case of zero observed
events. This leads to a very narrow one-standard-deviation
range for the expected limit, as observed for the expected-
limit contour displayed in Fig. 8. In addition, because the
observed number of events is very close to the expected
number of events for SRγγ

S−H and SRγγ
S−L, the expected and

observed limits are nearly identical in Fig. 8.
For the photonþ b analysis, limits are set in the two-

dimensional plane of gluino and ~χ01 mass for the higgsino-
bino GGM model with a negative value of the μ parameter.
For NLSPmasses near the 95%CL exclusion contour, SRγb

L
is expected to provide greater sensitivity for NLSP masses
below approximately 600 GeV, and so is made use of in this
region; above that, SRγb

H is used to establish the degree of
exclusion of points in the GGM model space. The resulting
observed exclusion contour is shown in Fig. 10. Again
choosing the −1 standard-deviation observed contour, in
the context of this GGM model a conservative lower limit
of 1300 GeV is established for the gluino mass over much
of the range of the higgsino-bino NLSP mass. For NLSP
masses above 1000 GeV the sensitivity lessens due to
the restriction of the phase space for producing an
energetic b-jet, while for NLSP masses below 600 GeV,

the onset of the direct production of gaugino states begins
to make the analysis insensitive to the value of the
gluino mass.
For the photonþ j analysis, limits are set in the two-

dimensional plane of the GGM parameters μ andM3 for the
higgsino-bino GGM model with a positive value of the μ
parameter. For values of μ near the 95% CL exclusion
contour, SRγj

L is expected to provide a greater sensitivity for
NLSP masses below approximately 900 GeV, and so is
made use of in this region; above that, SRγj

H is used to
establish the degree of exclusion of GGM model-space
points. The resulting observed exclusion contour is shown
in Fig. 11. Again choosing the −1 standard-deviation
observed contour, in the context of this GGM model a
conservative lower limit of 1140 GeV is established for the
gluino mass parameter M3 over much of the range of the μ
parameter. For values of M3 close to the value of μ for
which the gluino mass approaches that of the higgsino-bino
NLSP, the sensitivity of the analysis lessens due to the
restriction of phase space for producing multiple high-
pT jets.
For the photonþ l analysis, a limit is set on the wino

mass, the single free parameter of the wino-NLSP model.
Figure 12 shows the observed limit on the cross section for
wino production in this model, as well as the corresponding
expected limit with "1 and "2 standard-deviation uncer-
tainty bands. Also shown is the cross section as a function
of wino mass, with its "1 standard-deviation range. In the
context of this wino-NLSP model, conservatively choosing
the −1 standard-deviation cross-section contour leads to an
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exclusion of GGM winos in the range 124 < M ~W <
361 GeV; for M ~W < 124 GeV the signal contamination
in the Wγ CR becomes too large to permit a reliable
estimate of the Wγ background. These limits are based on

the direct production of the wino NLSP in the limit where
squark masses are infinite, and are independent of
gluino mass.

X. CONCLUSION

Making use of 20.3 fb−1 of pp collision data at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼

8 TeV recorded by the ATLAS detector at the LHC, a
search is performed for photonic signatures of new physics
associated with significant Emiss

T . Four experimental sig-
natures are explored, each involving at least one energetic
isolated final-state photon in association with significant
Emiss
T , and used to search for evidence for several GGM

SUSY scenarios. No significant excess of events over the
SM expectation is observed in any of the searches and so
limits are set on possible contributions of new physics.
Model-independent limits are set on the numbers of events
from new physics and the associated visible cross section.
Model-dependent limits are set on the masses of SUSY
particles or on mass parameters associated with the various
GGM scenario models.
A diphoton signature is used to explore both strongly and

weakly produced SUSY states with a decay chain proceed-
ing through a binolike NLSP. In the context of these
models, lower limits of 1290 and 590 GeV are set on
the masses of a degenerate octet of gluinos and a degenerate
set of winos, respectively, for any value of the bino mass
less than the mass of these produced states. A photon-plus-
b-jet signature is used to search for a scenario in which the
GGM NLSP is a higgsino-bino admixture with a roughly
equal branching fraction to photons and to the SM Higgs
boson. In the context of this model, a lower limit of
1260 GeV is established for the gluino mass over much of
the range of the higgsino-bino NLSP mass; for NLSP
masses below approximately 450 GeV, the onset of the
direct production of gaugino states makes the analysis
insensitive to the value of the gluino mass. A photon-plus-
jet signature is used to search for an alternative scenario for
which the GGM NLSP is a higgsino-bino admixture with a
roughly equal branching fraction to photons and to the SM
Z boson. In the context of this model, a lower limit of
1140 GeV is established for the gluino mass parameter M3

over much of the range of the higgsino mass parameter μ.
Finally, a photon-plus-lepton signature is used to search for
a scenario for which the GGM NLSP is a degenerate set of
three wino states. Based on the possible direct production
of these states, in the limit of infinite squark mass GGM
winos are excluded in the range 124 < M ~W < 361 GeV,
independent of the gluino mass.
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background estimate, including uncertainty, from all four
sources.

B. Backgrounds to the photonþ b analysis

For both SRγb
L and SRγb

H , which include a requirement of
at least one b-jet, backgrounds arise from two predominant
sources: from leptonic decays of real or virtual W bosons
accompanied by the production of b-quark pairs, including
those arising in tt̄ events [“Wð→ lνÞ” backgrounds]; and
from events containing no electroweak bosons or top
quarks (QCD backgrounds). Wð→ lνÞ background events
are further classified according to the origin of the high-
energy isolated photon. Contributions from Wð→ lνÞ
backgrounds for which the photon arises from the mis-
identification of an electron are estimated via a control
sample for which the photon requirement is replaced by an
electron requirement, scaled by an electron-to-photon
misidentification probability; this approach is similar in
nature to that of the diphoton analysis. Estimates of this
component of the background to SRγb

L and SRγb
H are shown

in Table VI; the quoted uncertainty arises from the limited
number of events in the control sample, as well as
systematic uncertainty associated with the possible pT
dependence of the electron-to-photon misidentification-rate
scale factor.
Contributions fromWð→ lνÞ backgrounds for which the

photon is real, or for which the photon arises from a
misidentified jet or τ lepton, are estimated via lepton-
enriched CRs that constrain the normalization of MC
samples used to simulate contributions from these two
sources. Separate control regions CRlep

L and CRlep
H are

defined for the low- and high-neutralino-mass SRs by
requiring a lepton in addition to the requirements already
imposed to define the SRs. In addition, in order to increase
the number of events in the CR, the Emiss

T requirement is
reduced, the Mbb requirement is removed (for the SRγb

L

analysis), and the HT requirement is relaxed (for the SRγb
H

analysis). Events in these two CRs are expected to be
dominated by tt̄, tt̄γ and Wγ production, as is expected for
the corresponding background contributions to the SRs,
and any overlapping phase space is subtracted as part of the

background estimation. Including all SM sources, a total of
14.5 (58.0) events are expected in the CRlep

L (CRlep
H ) control

regions, to be compared to an observation of 18 (61) events.
Scaling the combined SM MC samples by these ratios of
data to expectation, after having subtracted the contribu-
tions estimated by other techniques, yields the SR back-
ground estimates shown in Table VI. It is found that the
data-to-expectation scale factor is somewhat dependent
upon the requirements used to define the lepton-enriched
CRs; these variations are included in the systematic error on
the resulting SR background prediction.
The QCD background is estimated via the definition of a

two-dimensional signal- and control-sample grid (the
“ABCD” method). For the SRγb

L analysis, three control
samples are defined by requiring only a single tagged b-jet,
by requiring that Emiss

T < 75 GeV, or by requiring both of
these SR modifications. For the SRγb

H analysis, three similar
control samples are defined by requiring that no jet be
identified as a b-jet, by requiring that Emiss

T < 150 GeV, or
by requiring both of these SR modifications. A transfer
factor is calculated by taking the ratio of the number of
events with only the Emiss

T requirement changed to the
number of events with both the Emiss

T and b-jet requirements
changed. Assuming that the relaxation of the b-jet require-
ment is uncorrelated with the relaxation of the Emiss

T
requirement, the number of QCD-background events in
the SR can then be estimated by scaling, by this transfer
factor, the number of events with only the b-tag require-
ment changed. This scaling is done only after subtracting
the number of events expected to come from sources other
than those that produce QCD-background events from each
of the control samples. To avoid the biasing effects of
possible correlations between the relaxation of the b-jet
requirement and the Emiss

T requirement, for the SRγb
L (SRγb

H )
analysis events are binned in Emiss

T and weighted bin by bin
in the ratio of the number of events in the 2-tag (1-tag)
region to the number of events in the 1-tag (0-tag) region in
the γ þ jet MC sample. The resulting estimate of the small
expected QCD background in the two SRs is shown in
Table VI, with the systematic uncertainty dominated by the
limited number of events to which the scale factor is
applied.
An additional background due to the production of a Z

boson that decays into two neutrinos, in association with a
photon and a b-jet, is estimated directly from the MC
simulation, and is tabulated in Table VI. For this final
contribution, a 50% scale error is assumed for the overall
rate of production for this process. The combined back-
ground from all expected sources is also shown in Table VI.
For both photonþ b SRs, the background model is

validated in four VRs, defined for SRγb
L by requiring

75 < Emiss
T < 100 GeV, by reversing the Mbb requirement,

by requiring Mγ;Emiss
T

T < 90 GeV, or by requiring

TABLE VI. The expected and observed numbers of events for
the two photonþ b signal regions. The quoted errors are the
combined statistical and systematic uncertainties.

Signal Regions SRγb
L SRγb

H

Expected background events 18.8$ 5.3 3.82$ 1.25
e → γ 3.2$ 0.4 0.18$ 0.08
Wð→ lνÞ 12.6$ 4.9 3.35$ 1.05
QCD 2.3$ 2.1 0.00$ 0.65
Z → νν 0.8$ 0.4 0.29$ 0.15
Observed events 12 2
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Δϕminðjet; Emiss
T Þ < 0.3, respectively. Since no Mbb

requirement is made for SRγb
H , the second validation region

is instead defined by changing the HT requirement to
500 < HT < 1000 GeV. The observed numbers of events
in the VRs are consistent with the predictions of the overall
background model.

C. Backgrounds to the photonþ j analysis

Backgrounds to the photonþ j analysis are expected to
arise both from events with real photons as well as events
for which an electron or a jet is misidentified as a photon.
The former source is expected to receive contributions from
events for which a W=Z boson, a single-top quark, or a tt̄
pair is produced in association with a real photon, with
neutrinos in the subsequent weak decays of these produced
states providing significant Emiss

T (Wγ, Zγ and tt̄γ back-
ground). Events with real photons can also contribute to the
background to the photonþ j analysis when significant
Emiss
T arises from instrumental sources (QCD background).

The Wγ, tt̄γ and QCD backgrounds are estimated by
scaling a corresponding MC sample to match the observed
event count in a corresponding CR enriched in the given
background process but otherwise kinematically similar to
the corresponding SR. The MC simulation is then used to
provide an estimate of the expected background in the SRγj

L

and SRγj
H SRs. Smaller contributions from single-topþ γ

and Zγ are estimated directly from the MC simulation.
The QCD-background CR is defined by changing the

SRγj
L and SRγj

H Emiss
T requirements to instead select events

with Emiss
T < 50 GeV, but leaving all other selection

requirements unchanged, providing a region dominated
by real photons arising from radiative QCD processes. The
Wγ-background CR is defined by requiring, in addition to
the other SRγj

L and SRγj
H requirements, that there be a single

identified isolated lepton (electron or muon) and no b-jet in
the event. The tt̄γ-background CR is defined similarly, but
requires instead at least one b-jet. In both cases, in order to
increase the number of events in the CR the Emiss

T require-
ment is changed to 100 < Emiss

T < 200 GeV. The event
counts in the resulting QCD, Wγ and tt̄γ CRs are used to
scale the γ þ jet, Wγ and tt̄γ MC samples, respectively,
after applying a selection identical to that of the corre-
sponding CR. The scale factors are determined in a
simultaneous fit to all CRs, taking into account mutual
cross contamination between the different backgrounds.
Estimates for the contributions of all three of the real-
photon backgrounds are shown in Table VII. Systematic
uncertainty on the scale factor is dominated by the
theoretical uncertainties on the relevant MC samples,
related in turn to the PDF choice and the renormalization
and factorization scales.
As in the other analyses, backgrounds from events for

which electrons are misidentified as photons are estimated

by identifying a control sample of events through the
application of a set of selection requirements that are
identical to those of the given SR, but with a requirement
that the event have an electron that replaces the required
photon. The estimate of the background in the SR (SRγj

L or
SRγj

H) is then, as in the other analyses, derived by scaling
each event in the control sample by an η-dependent
electron-to-photon misidentification factor. The resulting
background estimates are displayed in Table VII.
Finally, the contribution of a background due to events

for which the selected photon arises from the misidentifi-
cation of a jet is estimated by determining the jet-to-photon
misidentification rate from the observed isolation-energy
distribution of energy in a cone of size ΔR ¼ 0.2 surround-
ing the energy deposition in the calorimeter associated with
the photon. The isolation-energy distribution for real
photons is modeled with electrons from Z boson decays,
while that of misidentified jets is modeled with a sample of
events for which there is a “pseudophoton.” A pseudopho-
ton is defined to be an object that passed all loose photon
selection requirements, as well as all tight photon selection
requirements except one or more from a set of four that
relate to the shape of the deposition in the finely granulated
front portion of the EM calorimeter. The fraction of
misidentified jets within the tight, isolated photon sample
is determined with a control sample composed of events
with tight, isolated photons with pT > 125 GeV, as well as
a relaxed Emiss

T requirement of 50 < Emiss
T < 150 GeV and

an intermediate requirement of HT > 600 GeV. The pho-
ton isolation-energy distribution of this control sample is fit
to establish the relative amounts of these two sources (real
photons and misidentified jets), with the misidentification
fraction taken to be the relative integrals of the isolation-
energy distributions of the misidentified and total contri-
butions in the region for which the isolation energy is less
than 5 GeV. The estimation of the jet-misidentification
background in each signal region and control sample (as
well as for the validation regions described below) is then
obtained by scaling the observed number of events in each

TABLE VII. The expected and observed numbers of events for
the two photonþ j signal regions. The quoted errors are the
combined statistical and systematic uncertainties.

Signal Regions SRγj
L SRγj

H

Expected background events 1.27% 0.43 0.84% 0.38
W þ γ 0.13% 0.12 0.54% 0.28
Z þ γ 0.03þ0.05

−0.03 0.21þ0.23
−0.21

tt̄þ γ 0.64% 0.40 0.05% 0.05
Single-tþ γ 0.06% 0.02 0.03% 0.01
γ þ jet (QCD background) 0.00þ0.06

−0.00 0.00% 0.00
e → γ 0.38% 0.10 0.00% 0.00
j → γ 0.02þ0.08

−0.02 0.00þ0.08
−0.00

Observed events 2 2
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below a neutralino mass of 
around 600 GeV, electroweak 
production dominates



• If the NLSP is a stau, a signature with taus is observed
• In minimal GMSB models with N5 = 3: at high tanβ the 

NLSP is a stau, for low tanβ degenerate slepton NLSP
• In this paper, look for such a minimal GMSB model with 

Mmes = 250 GeV, N5 = 3, sign(µ) = 1, Cgrav = 1
• Also look at a simplified model that can cover many 

other SUSY scenarios (including GGM):
• gluino production, two-step cascade
• m(g) and m(LSP = χ10) are free parameters
• m(χ20) = m(χ1±) = 1/2 [m(g)+m(χ10)]
• m(τ1) = m(ντ) = 1/2 [m(χ1±)+m(χ10)]
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Taus
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3.2 fb-1 of 13 TeV data
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Tau signal regions and background modeling

• ETmiss triggered data (lowest unprescaled)
• Independent 1τ and 2τ channels (hadronic 

taus), each with multiple SRs targeting 
different scenarios

• Top and V+jets background modeled with 
CRs:  
• 1τ channel defines true-τ and fake-τ 

(separated by mT) top and V+jets CRs 
(separated by b-tag), one set for High 
and Medium, one set for Compressed

• 2τ channel defines top, W+jets, and Z
+jets CRs with different numbers of taus 
and muons

• Multijet background modeled with jet 
smearing
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Table 2: Selection criteria for the signal regions (SRs) of the 1⌧ channel (top) and the 2⌧ channel (bottom).

1⌧ channel Compressed SR Medium-Mass SR High-Mass SR
Trigger plateau Emiss

T > 180 GeV, pjet1
T > 120 GeV

Tau leptons Nmedium
⌧ = 1, p⌧T > 20 GeV

Light leptons N` = 0
Multi-jet rejection ��(jet1,2, ~p

miss
T ) � 0.4

p⌧T < 45 GeV – –
pjet1

T > 300 GeV – > 220 GeV
pjet2

T – – > 220 GeV
Njet � 2 � 5 � 5
m⌧

T > 80 GeV > 200 GeV > 200 GeV
Emiss

T > 300 GeV > 300 GeV –
HT – > 550 GeV > 550 GeV

2⌧ channel Compressed SR High-Mass SR GMSB SR
Trigger plateau Emiss

T > 180 GeV, pjet1
T > 120 GeV

Tau leptons N loose
⌧ � 2, p⌧T > 20 GeV

Multi-jet rejection ��(jet1,2, ~p
miss

T ) � 0.4

m⌧1
T + m⌧2

T – > 350 GeV > 150 GeV
HT – > 800 GeV > 1700 GeV
Njet � 2 � 3 � 2
m⌧⌧

T2 > 60 GeV – –
msum

T > 1400 GeV – –

two tau leptons and large genuine Emiss
T , and for W (⌧⌫)+jets events and semileptonic tt̄ events with a307

high-pT jet mis-identified as a tau lepton, m⌧1
T + m⌧2

T can be larger, but even larger values are expected308

for high-mass gluino signals. A signal region is also defined for the GMSB model, and targets more309

specifically squark–antisquark production rather than gluino pair production in the region⇤ & 80 TeV not310

excluded by Run 1 searches. Among the distinctive features that give large discrimination power to HT,311

decay chains are potentially longer than in the simplified model, and the almost-massless gravitino LSP312

leaves more phase space to other particles in the decay. Table 2 summarises the selection criteria for all313

the signal regions of the 1⌧ and 2⌧ channels.314

6. Background estimation315

To predict the background contributions in the signal regions, the normalisation of the dominant back-316

grounds is fitted to data in dedicated control regions. In each channel and for each SR, a simultaneous317
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Njet � 2 � 3 � 2
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msum

T > 1400 GeV – –

two tau leptons and large genuine Emiss
T , and for W (⌧⌫)+jets events and semileptonic tt̄ events with a307

high-pT jet mis-identified as a tau lepton, m⌧1
T + m⌧2

T can be larger, but even larger values are expected308

for high-mass gluino signals. A signal region is also defined for the GMSB model, and targets more309

specifically squark–antisquark production rather than gluino pair production in the region⇤ & 80 TeV not310

excluded by Run 1 searches. Among the distinctive features that give large discrimination power to HT,311

decay chains are potentially longer than in the simplified model, and the almost-massless gravitino LSP312

leaves more phase space to other particles in the decay. Table 2 summarises the selection criteria for all313

the signal regions of the 1⌧ and 2⌧ channels.314

6. Background estimation315

To predict the background contributions in the signal regions, the normalisation of the dominant back-316

grounds is fitted to data in dedicated control regions. In each channel and for each SR, a simultaneous317
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Table 8: Number of observed events and predicted background yields in the three signal regions of the 1⌧ channel.
The background prediction is scaled using normalisation factors derived in the control regions. All systematic and
statistical uncertainties are included in the quoted uncertainties. The bottom part of the table shows the observed
and expected model-independent upper limits at 95% CL on the number of signal events, S95

obs and S95
exp, respectively,

and the corresponding observed upper limit on the visible cross section, h�visi95
obs.

1⌧ channel Compressed SR Medium-Mass SR High-Mass SR

Data 47 11 1

Total background 49.2 ± 6.2 15.0 ± 2.4 5.7 ± 1.2

Top 14.3 ± 4.5 6.0 ± 1.3 2.49 ± 0.87
W (⌧⌫)+jets 12.1 ± 1.3 2.78 ± 0.62 1.17 ± 0.33
Z (⌫⌫)+jets 13.9 ± 2.3 3.8 ± 1.1 0.83 ± 0.21
V+jets, other 6.24 ± 0.90 1.44 ± 0.32 0.75 ± 0.23
Diboson 1.85 ± 0.23 0.76 ± 0.16 0.20 ± 0.03
Multi-jet 0.74 ± 0.54 0.19 ± 0.18 0.24 ± 0.17

S95
obs (S95

exp) 16.7 (18.4+6.9
�5.0) 7.5 (9.7+3.5

�2.5) 3.8 (6.1+2.1
�1.5)

h�visi95
obs [fb] 5.19 2.34 1.17

Table 9: Number of observed events and predicted background yields in the three signal regions of the 2⌧ channel.
The background prediction is scaled using normalisation factors derived in the control regions. All systematic and
statistical uncertainties are included in the quoted uncertainties. The bottom part of the table shows the observed
and expected model-independent upper limits at 95% CL on the number of signal events, S95

obs and S95
exp, respectively,

and the corresponding observed upper limit on the visible cross section, h�visi95
obs.

2⌧ channel Compressed SR High-Mass SR GMSB SR

Data 4 0 0

Total background 4.2 ± 3.0 3.2 ± 1.2 0.69 ± 0.24

Top 2.5+2.9
�2.5 0.87 ± 0.78 0.20+0.20

�0.20
W (⌧⌫)+jets 0.51 ± 0.38 1.75 ± 0.65 0.31 ± 0.14
Z (⌧⌧)+jets 0.04 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.06 0.04 ± 0.02
Z (⌫⌫)+jets 0.28 ± 0.12 0.07 ± 0.03 0.02 ± 0.01
W (`⌫)+jets 0.37 ± 0.34 0.12 ± 0.07 0.02 ± 0.01
Diboson 0.25 ± 0.10 0.21 ± 0.08 0.06 ± 0.02
Multi-jet 0.21 ± 0.21 0.07 ± 0.07 0.06 ± 0.06

S95
obs (S95

exp) 8.2 (8.0+2.1
�2.0) 3.4 (4.8+1.4

�1.0) 3.4 (3.7+0.5
�0.2)

h�visi95
obs [fb] 2.55 1.07 1.07
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Stop to b + τ + G

15

• Focuses on models with a stau NLSP, where the 
stau is lighter than a stop.
• One SR for two hadronically-decaying taus 
• Two SRs for one hadronic, one leptonic tau: low-

mass (150-200 GeV) and high-mass stop
• Two leptonically-decaying taus added by 

reinterpreting a stop dilepton analysis
(JHEP 1406, 124 (2014))

• In all-hadronic τ channel
• true τ back. (and small two fake τ) from MC
• one fake τ back. from MC fit to CRs
• Multijet background from jet smearing

• In lepton-hadron τ channel
• top and W (fake and real τ) from fit to CRs
• other backgrounds from MC

~ EPJ C (2016) 76:81
20 fb-1 of 8 TeV data

81 Page 2 of 30 Eur. Phys. J. C (2016) 76 :81

ing from the three-body decay. The two-body decay would
give a signature very similar to that of the decay into a top
quark and a neutralino, which has been addressed in previous
searches [28–34]. In the simplest gauge-mediated models,
the predicted Higgs boson mass [35] is typically lower than
the measured mass [36], especially if a light scalar top is also
required. However, a variety of mechanisms exist [37–41] to
raise the Higgs boson mass to make it compatible with the
observed value.

A lower limit of 87 GeV on the mass of the scalar tau
has been set by the LEP experiments [42–46]. No limits
have been published so far from hadron collider searches
for the three-body decay of the scalar top into the scalar tau.
Searches for scalar top pair production in proton–proton (pp)
collisions, targeting the decay into charginos or neutralinos,
have been performed by the ATLAS [28] and CMS [29–34]
collaborations. Searches for scalar tops decaying into grav-
itinos, but not including the scalar tau in the decay chain,
have been reported by the ATLAS [47] and CMS [48,49]
collaborations.

This paper presents a dedicated search for pair production
of scalar tops resulting in a final state with two tau leptons,
two jets that contain a b-hadron (b-jets), and two very light
gravitationally interacting particles. The decay topology of
the signal process is shown in Fig. 1; the model considered is
a simplified model in which all the supersymmetric particles
other than the scalar top and the ones entering its decay chain
are decoupled. In order to maximise the sensitivity, two dis-
tinct analyses have been performed based on the decay mode
of the tau leptons in the final state: one analysis requires
two hadronically decaying tau leptons (the hadron–hadron
channel) and the other requires one hadronically decaying
tau lepton and one tau decaying into an electron or muon,
plus neutrinos (the lepton–hadron channel). In addition, the
results of the search reported in Ref. [50], which is sensitive
to events where both tau leptons decay leptonically (referred
to as the lepton–lepton channel), are reinterpreted and limits
are set on the scalar top and scalar tau masses.

2 ATLAS detector

ATLAS [51] is a multi-purpose particle physics experiment at
the LHC. The ATLAS detector1 consists of an inner tracking
detector surrounded by a superconducting solenoid, electro-
magnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrom-

1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the
nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis
coinciding with the axis of the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP
to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical
coordinates (r,φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal
angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of
the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2).

t̃

t̃∗

τ̃

τ̃∗

p

p

b ν̄τ

G̃

τ

ντb̄

G̃

τ̄

Fig. 1 Diagram showing the decay topology of the signal process

eter. The inner detector covers |η| < 2.5 and consists of a
silicon pixel detector, a semiconductor microstrip detector,
and a transition radiation tracker (TRT). The inner detector is
surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing a
2 T axial magnetic field, and allows for precision tracking of
charged particles and vertex reconstruction. The calorime-
ter system covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 4.9. In
the region |η| < 3.2, high-granularity liquid-argon electro-
magnetic sampling calorimeters are used. A steel/scintillator-
tile calorimeter provides energy measurements for hadrons
within |η| < 1.7. The end-cap and forward regions, which
cover the range 1.5 < |η| < 4.9, are instrumented with
liquid-argon calorimeters for electromagnetic and hadronic
particles. The muon spectrometer surrounds the calorimeters
and consists of three large superconducting air-core toroid
magnets, each with eight coils, a system of tracking cham-
bers (covering |η| < 2.7) and fast trigger chambers (covering
|η| < 2.4).

3 Monte Carlo simulations and data samples

A number of Monte Carlo (MC) simulated event samples
are used to model the signal and describe the backgrounds.
For the main background components, predictions are nor-
malised to the data in control regions (CRs) and then extrap-
olated to the signal regions (SRs) using simulation. All MC
samples utilised in the analyses are processed using either
the ATLAS detector simulation [52] based on GEANT4 [53]
or a fast simulation based on a parameterisation of the
performance of the ATLAS electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters [54] and GEANT4 elsewhere. Additional pp
interactions in the same (in-time) and nearby (out-of-time)
bunch crossings, termed pile-up, are included in the simula-
tion, and events are reweighted so that the distribution of the
number of pile-up collisions matches that in the data.
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Table 9 Acceptance times
efficiency for the various signal
regions, for a few selected
(scalar top, scalar tau) signal
mass hypotheses. For each mass
point, values are shown only for
channels targeting that point.
The lepton–lepton results are
taken from Ref. [50]

t̃1 mass τ̃1 mass Lepton–lepton Lepton–hadron Lepton–hadron Hadron–hadron
[GeV] [GeV] A × ϵ A × ϵ (SRLM) A × ϵ (SRHM) A × ϵ

153 87 – 1.29 × 10−4 – 2.27 × 10−4

195 87 – 1.36 × 10−4 – 4.46 × 10−4

195 148 1.71 × 10−4 7.80 × 10−5 – 7.00 × 10−4

195 185 8.01 × 10−4 – – –

391 148 7.32 × 10−4 – 9.44 × 10−4 3.40 × 10−3

503 493 1.03 × 10−2 – – –

561 87 – – 1.74 × 10−3 6.70 × 10−3

561 337 – – 1.30 × 10−2 9.90 × 10−3

561 500 – – 8.68 × 10−3 2.50 × 10−3

ACERMC-3.8 event generator is used to simulate the WWb
and WWbb̄ final states at leading order (which include both
the t t̄ and Wt single-top-quark processes); the predictions
of these ACERMC-3.8 samples are then compared to those
of the nominal MC samples in order to assess the uncer-
tainty on the background estimate from this interference. The
uncertainties on W+jets and Z+jets production are evaluated
by studying the predictions of ALPGEN-2.14 with various
choices of the renormalisation and factorisation scales.

The impact of systematic uncertainties on the total back-
ground estimate in the different SRs is shown in Table 6. The
table quotes, for each SR, the relative background uncertainty
attributed to each source.

Signal cross sections are calculated at NLO+NLL with a
total associated uncertainty between 14 and 16 % for scalar
top masses between 150 and 560 GeV.

7 Results and interpretation

The numbers of events observed in the hadron–hadron SR
and in the two lepton–hadron SRs are reported in Table 7,
along with the background yields before and after the
background-only likelihood fit. In both the results and inter-
pretation tables (Tables 7, 8) the quoted uncertainties include
all the sources of statistical and systematic uncertainty. Good
agreement is seen between the observed yields and the back-
ground estimates.

Figure 7 shows the distributions of msum
T (τhad, τhad) and

mT2(τhad, τhad) for the hadron–hadron channel, for events
satisfying all the SR criteria except that on the variable being
reported in the figure. Figure 8 shows mT2(bℓ, bτhad) for the
lepton–hadron low-mass selection and mT2(ℓ, τhad) for the
lepton–hadron high-mass selection for events satisfying all
the corresponding SR criteria except those on the variable
displayed in the figure.

Upper limits at 95 % confidence level (CL) on the num-
ber of beyond-the-SM (BSM) events for each SR are derived
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Fig. 9 Observed and expected exclusion contours at 95 % CL in the
(t̃1, τ̃1) mass plane from the combination of all selections. The dashed
and solid lines show the 95 % CL expected and observed limits, respec-
tively, including all uncertainties except for the theoretical signal cross-
section uncertainty (PDF and scale). The band around the expected limit
shows the ±1σ expectation. The dotted ±1σ lines around the observed
limit represent the results obtained when varying the nominal signal
cross section up or down by the theoretical uncertainty. The LEP limit
on the mass of the scalar tau is also shown

using the HistFitter program [105], with the CLs likeli-
hood ratio prescription as described in Ref. [106]. The limits
are calculated for each SR separately, with the observed num-
ber of events, the expected background and the background
uncertainty as input to the calculation. Possible signal con-
tamination in the control regions is neglected. Dividing the
limits on the number of BSM events by the integrated lumi-
nosity of the data sample, these can be interpreted as upper
limits on the visible BSM cross section, σvis = σ × A × ϵ,
where σ is the production cross section for the BSM signal,
A is the acceptance defined as the fraction of events passing
the geometric and kinematic selections at particle level, and ϵ

is the detector reconstruction, identification and trigger effi-
ciency. Table 8 summarises, for each SR, the estimated SM
background yields, the observed numbers of events, and the
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Conclusion and Looking Forward

• The Run 2 analyses are under way.
• High-mass states had huge gains already with limited data due to 

the larger center of mass energy.
• Now is the time for even electroweak analyses to start being 

competitive.
• Expect much improved reach in Run 2.
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Diphoton analysis systematic uncertainties
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8 Results311

An accounting of the numbers of events observed in the SR after the successive application of the312

selection requirements is shown in Table 4 along with the size of the expected SM background. After the313

full selection is applied, no events are observed in the SR, to be compared to an expectation of 0.27+0.22
�0.10314

SM events.315

Based on the observation of zero events in the SR and the magnitude of the estimated SM background316

expectation and uncertainty, an upper limit is set on the number of events from any scenario of physics317

beyond the SM, using the profile likelihood and CLs prescriptions [57]. The various sources of exper-318

imental uncertainty, including those in the background expectation, are treated as Gaussian-distributed319

nuisance parameters in the likelihood definition. Assuming that no events due to physical processes320

beyond those of the SM populate the `�� CR used to estimate W (! `⌫) + �� background, the observed321

95% confidence-level (CL) upper limit on the number of non-SM events in the SR is found to be 3.0.322

Taking into account the integrated luminosity of 3.2 fb�1, this numbers-of-event limit translates into a323

95% CL upper limit on the visible cross section for new physics, defined by the product of cross section,324

branching fraction, acceptance and e�ciency, of 0.93 fb.325

Table 3: Summary of individual and total contributions to the systematic uncertainty of the signal acceptance-times-
e�ciency. Relative uncertainties are shown in percent, and as the average over the full range of the (mg̃,m�̃0

1
) grid.

Because the individual contributions are averaged over the grid only for that particular source, the average total
uncertainty is not exactly equal to the quadrature sum of the individual average uncertainties.

Source of systematic uncertainty Value
Luminosity 2.1 %
Photon identification 3.0 %
Photon energy scale 0.2 %
Photon energy resolution 0.2 %
Jet energy scale 0.4 %
Jet energy resolution 0.3 %
Emiss

T soft term < 0.1%
Pile-up uncertainty 1.8 %
MC statistics 2.3 %
Total experimental uncert. 4.7 %

Table 4: Numbers of events observed in the SR after the successive application of the selection requirements, as
well as the size of the expected SM background.

Requirement Number of Events
Two photons, p�T > 75 4982
��min(jet, pmiss

T ) > 0.5 4724
me� > 1500 GeV 1
Emiss

T > 175 GeV 0
Expeected SM background 0.27+0.22

�0.10
Data 0

25th June 2016 – 04:10 11
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Tau preselection plots
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As part of the pre-selection in the 1⌧ channel, events are required to contain exactly one medium tau246

lepton and no light lepton. The veto against electrons and muons was used in Run 1 to ensure the 1⌧247

channel did not overlap with the e⌧ and µ⌧ channels, which are not part of the present analysis. However,248

the lepton veto does not a�ect the expected sensitivity to the simplified model, and has been kept in the249

1⌧ channel. Events with two or more loose tau leptons are rejected to make the 1⌧ and 2⌧ channels250

statistically independent. In the 2⌧ channel, at least two loose tau leptons are required at pre-selection251

level. No veto is applied against light leptons, as this would cause a sizeable selection ine�ciency for252

GMSB signals. As shown in Fig. 2, the dominant backgrounds at pre-selection level are W (⌧⌫)+jets and253

tt̄ production in the 1⌧ channel, with subdominant contributions from Z (⌫⌫)+jets and Z (⌧⌧)+jets. In the254

2⌧ channel, the pre-selection is dominated by W (⌧⌫)+jets, Z (⌧⌧)+jets and tt̄ events. The multi-jet and255

diboson backgrounds do not contribute significantly to the pre-selections.256
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Figure 2: Kinematic distributions at pre-selection level, for the 1⌧ and 2⌧ channels. The contribution labelled as
“other” includes diboson and multi-jet events, and the V+jets processes not explicitly listed in the legend. The last
bin includes overflow. The hatched band corresponds to the statistical uncertainty of the background prediction.

In each channel, signal regions (SRs) are defined for several signal scenarios. The median expected257

discovery significance used for the SR optimisation is based on the profile-likelihood-ratio test statistic258

and the Asimov approximation [79]. The following kinematic variables are found to provide discrimination259

between signal and background, or between backgrounds themselves:260

– the transverse mass of the system formed by ~p miss
T and a lepton ` assumed to be massless,

m`
T ⌘ mT(`, ~p miss

T ) =
q

2p`TEmiss
T (1 � cos��(`, ~p miss

T )) . (2)

For events where the missing transverse momentum and the lepton originate from a W ! `⌫ decay,261

the m`
T distribution exhibits a Jacobian peak at the W boson mass. In the 1⌧ channel, the m⌧

T variable262

is used. In the 2⌧ channel, the m⌧1
T + m⌧2

T variable based on the two leading tau leptons is used, and263

mµ
T is used for specific selections requiring a muon;264

– the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all tau leptons and jets in the event,265

HT =
P

ptaus
T +

P
pjets

T ;266

– the magnitude of the missing transverse momentum, Emiss
T ;267

14th June 2016 – 19:49 9
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Tau analysis CRs and VRs
(1τ channel, compressed)
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Table 3: Selection criteria defining the control and validation regions of the Compressed SR in the 1⌧ channel. The
pre-selection criteria are also applied although not shown in the table. Unless mentioned, criteria apply to both the
top quark and V+jets background regions. Symbols ⇤ indicate that criteria are only applied to regions targeting the
top quark background, and symbols † denote criteria only applied to V+jets background regions.

1⌧ channel True-tau CR True-tau VR Fake-tau CR Fake-tau VR
Emiss

T 180 < Emiss
T < 300 GeV > 300 GeV 180 < Emiss

T < 250 GeV 250 < Emiss
T < 300 GeV

m⌧
T < 100 GeV < 80 GeV 100 < m⌧

T < 330 GeV 100 < m⌧
T < 330 GeV

HT – > 400 GeV < 550⇤/400† GeV > 550⇤/400† GeV
p⌧T < 45 GeV < 60 GeV < 45 GeV < 60 GeV
Njet – � 4⇤ – � 4⇤

Nb�jet � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0†

��(jet1, ~p
miss

T ) > 1.8† – > 2.0⇤ –
��(⌧, ~p miss

T ) – – > 1.0 > 1.0
Emiss

T /me� – – > 0.2⇤/0.3† > 0.2⇤/0.3†

Table 4: Selection criteria defining the control and validation regions of the Medium-Mass and High-Mass SRs
in the 1⌧ channel. The pre-selection criteria are also applied although not shown in the table. Unless mentioned,
criteria apply to both the top quark and V+jets background regions. Symbols ⇤ indicate that criteria are only applied
to regions targeting the top quark background, and symbols † denote criteria only applied to V+jets background
regions.

1⌧ channel True-tau CR True-tau VR Fake-tau CR Fake-tau VR1 Fake-tau VR2
Emiss

T – – – < 400† GeV –
mT < 100 GeV < 100 GeV 100 < mT < 200 GeV 100 < mT < 200 GeV 200 < mT < 330 GeV
HT < 550 GeV > 550 GeV < 550⇤/400⇤ GeV > 550⇤ GeV < 550 GeV

– – – 400 < HT < 700† GeV –
p⌧T – > 45 GeV – – –
Njet � 4 � 4 – � 4⇤ � 4⇤

Nb�jet � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0†

pjet1
T – – – < 500† GeV –
��(jet1, ~p

miss
T ) – – > 2.0 – –

��(⌧, ~p miss
T ) – – > 1.0 > 1.0 > 1.0

Emiss
T /me� – – > 0.2⇤/0.3† > 0.2⇤/0.3† > 0.2⇤/0.3†

Emiss
T , for both the true and fake tau-lepton selections. For true tau leptons, the separation of the CRs from360

the SRs is achieved by an inverted selection on m⌧
T while the fake tau lepton VR extends up to the Emiss

T361

requirement placed on the SRs. The selection criteria defining all the control and validation regions in the362

1⌧ channel are summarised in Tables 3 and 4.363

In the 2⌧ channel, the dominant backgrounds are Z (⌧⌧)+jets and dileptonic top quark contributions364

(including tt̄ and single-top quark processes) with two true tau leptons, W (⌧⌫)+jets and semileptonic top365

quark contributions with one true and one fake tau lepton, and W (`⌫)+jets and top quark contributions366

with two fake tau leptons. As possible sources for di�erences between the simulation and the observed367

data, the simulation of the process kinematics, the modelling of real tau leptons, and the modelling of368

14th June 2016 – 19:49 13
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Tau analysis CRs and VRs
(1τ channel, medium and high mass)
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Table 3: Selection criteria defining the control and validation regions of the Compressed SR in the 1⌧ channel. The
pre-selection criteria are also applied although not shown in the table. Unless mentioned, criteria apply to both the
top quark and V+jets background regions. Symbols ⇤ indicate that criteria are only applied to regions targeting the
top quark background, and symbols † denote criteria only applied to V+jets background regions.

1⌧ channel True-tau CR True-tau VR Fake-tau CR Fake-tau VR
Emiss

T 180 < Emiss
T < 300 GeV > 300 GeV 180 < Emiss

T < 250 GeV 250 < Emiss
T < 300 GeV

m⌧
T < 100 GeV < 80 GeV 100 < m⌧

T < 330 GeV 100 < m⌧
T < 330 GeV

HT – > 400 GeV < 550⇤/400† GeV > 550⇤/400† GeV
p⌧T < 45 GeV < 60 GeV < 45 GeV < 60 GeV
Njet – � 4⇤ – � 4⇤

Nb�jet � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0†

��(jet1, ~p
miss

T ) > 1.8† – > 2.0⇤ –
��(⌧, ~p miss

T ) – – > 1.0 > 1.0
Emiss

T /me� – – > 0.2⇤/0.3† > 0.2⇤/0.3†

Table 4: Selection criteria defining the control and validation regions of the Medium-Mass and High-Mass SRs
in the 1⌧ channel. The pre-selection criteria are also applied although not shown in the table. Unless mentioned,
criteria apply to both the top quark and V+jets background regions. Symbols ⇤ indicate that criteria are only applied
to regions targeting the top quark background, and symbols † denote criteria only applied to V+jets background
regions.

1⌧ channel True-tau CR True-tau VR Fake-tau CR Fake-tau VR1 Fake-tau VR2
Emiss

T – – – < 400† GeV –
mT < 100 GeV < 100 GeV 100 < mT < 200 GeV 100 < mT < 200 GeV 200 < mT < 330 GeV
HT < 550 GeV > 550 GeV < 550⇤/400⇤ GeV > 550⇤ GeV < 550 GeV

– – – 400 < HT < 700† GeV –
p⌧T – > 45 GeV – – –
Njet � 4 � 4 – � 4⇤ � 4⇤

Nb�jet � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0† � 1⇤/ = 0†

pjet1
T – – – < 500† GeV –
��(jet1, ~p

miss
T ) – – > 2.0 – –

��(⌧, ~p miss
T ) – – > 1.0 > 1.0 > 1.0

Emiss
T /me� – – > 0.2⇤/0.3† > 0.2⇤/0.3† > 0.2⇤/0.3†

Emiss
T , for both the true and fake tau-lepton selections. For true tau leptons, the separation of the CRs from360

the SRs is achieved by an inverted selection on m⌧
T while the fake tau lepton VR extends up to the Emiss

T361

requirement placed on the SRs. The selection criteria defining all the control and validation regions in the362

1⌧ channel are summarised in Tables 3 and 4.363

In the 2⌧ channel, the dominant backgrounds are Z (⌧⌧)+jets and dileptonic top quark contributions364

(including tt̄ and single-top quark processes) with two true tau leptons, W (⌧⌫)+jets and semileptonic top365

quark contributions with one true and one fake tau lepton, and W (`⌫)+jets and top quark contributions366

with two fake tau leptons. As possible sources for di�erences between the simulation and the observed367

data, the simulation of the process kinematics, the modelling of real tau leptons, and the modelling of368
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Tau CR plots
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(a) top true-tau CR of the Medium- and High-Mass SRs
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(b) V+jets true-tau CR of the Compressed SR

Figure 3: Missing transverse momentum and leading-jet pT distributions in two di�erent control regions of the 1⌧
channel after the fit, illustrating the overall background modelling in the CRs. By construction, the total fitted
background is equal to the number of observed events in each CR. The last bin includes overflow. The hatched band
corresponds to the statistical uncertainty of the background prediction.

fake tau leptons have been identified. Control regions are defined for W+jets and top quark backgrounds369

to extract normalisation factors for each of these possible contributions. These CRs are separated from370

the SRs by replacing the requirement of two reconstructed tau leptons with various selections on other371

final-state objects to stand in for correctly reconstructed or mis-measured tau leptons. To be entirely372

independent from true or fake tau-lepton considerations, kinematic CRs are based on events with one373

muon, jets and Emiss
T , with either no b-jet or at least one b-jet, to select W (µ⌫)+jets and semileptonic374

top quark events with a final-state muon, respectively. The fake tau-lepton CRs use the same baseline375

selections as the kinematic CRs, but in addition, the presence of a loose tau-lepton candidate is required.376

Events with large mµ
T values are discarded to suppress the dileptonic top quark background with a muon377

and a true tau lepton. The true tau-lepton CRs, which target W (⌧⌫)+jets and semileptonic top quark378

processes with a true tau lepton, are based on events with a loose tau lepton, jets and Emiss
T , without or with379

b-jets. Similarly, contributions from fake tau leptons are suppressed by a requirement on m⌧
T. A separate380

control region is designed to study Z (⌧⌧)+jets events by inverting the m⌧1
T + m⌧2

T and HT selections made381

for the SRs. This selection requires two loose tau leptons of opposite electric charge, the upper bound382

on m⌧1
T + m⌧2

T also serves to reject most of the other backgrounds. The selection criteria defining the383

various control regions are summarised in Table 5. Figure 4 illustrates the overall good modelling of the384

background in the various control regions.385

The validation regions of the 2⌧ channel are presented in Table 6. For the Z (⌧⌧)+jets background, the386

validation of the background extrapolation is performed from low-HT to high-HT, while keeping the387

higher bound on m⌧1
T + m⌧2

T which is very e�ective in selecting Z (⌧⌧)+jets events. The validity of the388

top quark and W (⌧⌫)+jets background predictions obtained with alternative object selections are checked389

for selections with two reconstructed tau leptons. High values of m⌧1
T + m⌧2

T are required to suppress390

Z (⌧⌧)+jets events as in the SRs while upper bounds on mT2 and HT ensure there is no overlap between391

SRs and VRs. The same set of CRs and VRs is used for the three signal regions of the 2⌧ channel.392

The resulting normalisation factors for both channels do not deviate from one by more than 25%. Only393

for tt̄ events with fake tau leptons in the 1⌧ channel the normalisation factor goes up to two due to394
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Tau analysis CRs and VRs
(2τ channel)
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small numbers of events in the corresponding CRs. The typical level of agreement between data and395

background distributions in the control regions can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4. Good modelling of kinematic396

distributions is observed in all the considered CRs. The comparison between the number of observed397

events and the predicted background yields in the validation regions is displayed in Fig. 5. Agreement398

within approximately one standard deviation is observed.399

Table 5: Overview of the control regions used in the 2⌧ channel.

Kinematic CR Fake tau CR True tau CR
W+jets Top W+jets Top W+jets Top Z+jets

Trigger plateau Emiss
T > 180 GeV, pjet1

T > 120 GeV
Tau leptons N loose

⌧ = 0 N loose
⌧ = 1 N loose

⌧ = 2, opposite charge
Light leptons Nµ = 1 Nµ = 0 –
Njet � 3 � 2 � 3 � 2
Nb�jet = 0 � 1 = 0 � 1 = 0 � 1 = 0
Multi-jet rejection 0.4 < ��(jet1,2, ~p

miss
T ) < 2.9 ��(jet1,2, ~p

miss
T ) > 0.4

CR selection HT < 1 200 GeV HT < 800 GeV
– mµ

T < 100 GeV m⌧
T < 80 GeV m⌧1

T + m⌧2
T < 150 GeV
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Figure 4: HT distribution in the top quark fake-tau CR and transverse momentum of the leading tau lepton in the
Z (⌧⌧)+jets CR of the 2⌧ channel after the fit, illustrating the overall background modelling in the control regions.
By construction, the total fitted background is equal to the number of observed events in each CR. The last bin
includes overflow. The hatched band corresponds to the statistical uncertainty of the background prediction.

6.2. Multi-jet background400

The multi-jet background contributes to the selection when two conditions are simultaneously fulfilled:401

jets have to be mis-identified as tau leptons, and large missing transverse momentum must arise from402

jet energy mis-measurement. This background is estimated from data due to several reasons: the very403
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Table 6: Overview of the validation regions defined in the 2⌧ channel.
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Figure 5: Number of observed events, nobs, and predicted background yields after the fit, npred, in the validation
regions of the 1⌧ and 2⌧ channels. The background predictions are scaled using normalisation factors derived in
the control regions. The hatched band includes the statistical uncertainty and all systematic uncertainties in the
background prediction, and corresponds to the �tot uncertainty used in the lower part of the figure.

large multi-jet production cross section at the LHC would imply simulating a prohibitively large number404

of multi-jet events. Moreover, objects arising from mis-measurements are much more challenging to405

simulate than the reconstruction and identification of genuine objects.406

The jet smearing method [83] employed in the 1⌧ channel proceeds in two steps. First, multi-jet events407

with well-measured jets are selected in a data sample collected by single-jet triggers. This is achieved by408

requiring Emiss
T /(

P
ET)1/3 < 5 GeV2/3, where the objects entering the

P
ET term are those entering the409
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Figure 5: Number of observed events, nobs, and predicted background yields after the fit, npred, in the validation
regions of the 1⌧ and 2⌧ channels. The background predictions are scaled using normalisation factors derived in
the control regions. The hatched band includes the statistical uncertainty and all systematic uncertainties in the
background prediction, and corresponds to the �tot uncertainty used in the lower part of the figure.

large multi-jet production cross section at the LHC would imply simulating a prohibitively large number404

of multi-jet events. Moreover, objects arising from mis-measurements are much more challenging to405

simulate than the reconstruction and identification of genuine objects.406

The jet smearing method [83] employed in the 1⌧ channel proceeds in two steps. First, multi-jet events407

with well-measured jets are selected in a data sample collected by single-jet triggers. This is achieved by408

requiring Emiss
T /(
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Table 3 Definition of the signal region (SRHH) for the hadron–hadron
analysis. The selections of the associated control regions for t t̄ and
single-top-quark (CRHHTop) and W+jets (CRHHWjets) events with

one fake hadronically decaying tau, as well as the validation regions
(VRHHTop and VRHHWjets), are also shown. The ℓ entering the mT2
and msum

T variables is either a τhad (SR) or a muon (CRs and VRs)

Region Nτhad Nµ Njet Nb-jet Emiss
T #φ( j1,2, pmiss

T ) mT2(τhad, ℓ) msum
T (τhad, ℓ)

SRHH 2 0 ≥2 ≥1 >150 GeV ≥0.5 >50 GeV >160 GeV

CRHHTop 1 1 ≥2 ≥1 >100 GeV ≥0.5 – [70, 120] GeV

CRHHWjets 1 1 ≥2 0 >100 GeV ≥0.5 <40 GeV [80, 120] GeV

VRHHTop 1 1 ≥2 ≥1 >120 GeV ≥0.5 <40 GeV [120, 140] GeV

VRHHWjets 1 1 ≥2 0 >120 GeV ≥0.5 <40 GeV [120, 150] GeV

CRHHQCD ≥2a 0 ≥2 ≥1 >150 GeV ≤0.5b – –

a For the multi-jet control region (CRHHQCD), no identification criteria are applied to tau leptons
b The #φ requirement only applies to the sub-leading jet j2

Table 4 Definition of the signal region SRLM used in the low-mass
lepton–hadron analysis. The selections of the associated control regions
for top-quark events with true taus (CRTtLM), top-quark events with

fake taus (CRTfLM), and W+jets (CRWLM), and of the validation
region (VRTLM) are also given

Region Nb-jet HT/meff
pℓ

T+p
τhad
T

meff
mT2(bℓ, b) mT2(bℓ, bτhad) mT(ℓ, pmiss

T ) meff

SRLM ≥2 <0.5 >0.2 <100 GeV <60 GeV – –

CRTtLM ≥2 – >0.2 <100 GeV 110–160 GeV >100 GeV –

CRTfLM ≥2 – >0.2 <100 GeV 110−160 GeV <100 GeV –

CRWLM 0 <0.5 >0.2 – – >40 GeV <400 GeV

VRTLM ≥2 >0.5 >0.2 <100 GeV 60−110 GeV – –

Table 5 Definition of the signal region SRHM used in the high-mass
lepton–hadron analysis. The selections of the associated control regions
for top-quark events with true taus (CRTtHM), top-quark events with

fake taus (CRTfHM), and W+jets (CRWHM), and of the validation
region (VRTHM) are also given

Region Nb-jet Emiss
T meff HT/meff mT2(bℓ, bτhad) mT2(ℓ, τhad) mT(ℓ, pmiss

T )

SRHM ≥1 >150 GeV >400 GeV <0.5 >180 GeV >120 GeV –

CRTtHM ≥1 >150 GeV >400 GeV <0.5 >180 GeV 20–80 GeV >120 GeV

CRTfHM ≥1 >150 GeV >400 GeV <0.5 >180 GeV 20–80 GeV <120 GeV

CRWHM 0 >150 GeV >400 GeV <0.5 – 20–80 GeV 40–100 GeV

VRHM ≥1 <150 GeV >400 GeV <0.5 >180 GeV >80 GeV –

less particles. The mT2(ℓ, τhad) variable is bounded from
above by theW boson mass for events where the light lep-
ton, the hadronically decaying tau and the missing trans-
verse momentum originate from the decay of a pair of W
bosons, which is the case for most of the background (t t̄
and Wt). The high-mass selection requires this variable
to be large, because its distribution for signal models with
heavy scalar taus and scalar tops peaks at higher values
than for the top-quark-dominated SM background.

• mT2(bℓ, bτhad) is calculated using the two jets with the
highest b-tagging weight. One of them is paired with
the light lepton and the other with the τhad. The four-
momentum vectors of the two resulting particle pairs are
then used in the mT2 algorithm. The missing transverse
momentum is assumed to be carried by two invisible
massless particles. For t t̄ events where the jet and the

lepton belong to the decay of the same top quark, this
variable is bounded from above by the top-quark mass.
Similarly, for signal events, the upper bound on this vari-
able is the scalar top mass. A maximum-value cut is there-
fore used in the low-mass selection and a minimum-value
cut in the high-mass selection. The calculation of the vari-
able requires the resolution of a two-fold ambiguity in the
pairing of the jets and the leptons. Only the pairings for
which m(bℓ) and m(bτhad) are both smaller than mt are
considered.4 If exactly one pairing satisfies the condition,
that pairing is used in the mT2 calculation. If both pair-

4 For top-quark pair production events where the lepton and the jet
belong to the decay of the same top quark, the invariant mass has an

upper bound at
!
m2

t − m2
W , approximately 152 GeV. The algorithm

tries to select pairs that satisfy this condition, loosened to account for
the detector resolution.
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Table 6 Summary of background estimates and the associated total
uncertainties.The size of each systematic uncertainty is quoted as a rel-
ative uncertainty on the total background. A dash indicates a negligible

contribution to the uncertainty. The individual uncertainties can be cor-
related, and thus do not necessarily sum in quadrature to the total relative
uncertainty

SRHH SRLM SRHM

Background events 3.1 ± 1.2 22.1 ± 4.7 2.1 ± 1.5

Uncertainty breakdown [%]

Jet energy scale and resolution 17 13 2

Tau energy scale 9 4 3

Cluster energy scale and resolution 1 2 4

b-tagging 2 4 2

Top-quark theory uncertainty 37 11 64

W+jets theory and normalisation – 1 19

Simulation statistics 20 6 21

Top normalisation 18 6 20

Table 7 Observed number of events and background fit results for the
hadron–hadron SR and the two lepton–hadron SRs. Combined statis-
tical and systematic uncertainties are given. The uncertainties between
the different background components can be correlated, so they do not

necessarily sum to the total background uncertainty. A dash indicates
a negligible background contribution. The nominal expectations from
MC simulation are given for comparison in the lower part of the table

Channel SRHH SRLM SRHM

Observed events 3 20 3

Total (constrained) background events 3.1 ± 1.2 22.1 ± 4.7 2.1 ± 1.5

Top with only true tau(s) 2.0 ± 1.1 8.2 ± 3.9 0.2+0.3
−0.2

Top with at least one fake tau 0.9 ± 0.5 9.8 ± 4.5 1.2+1.4
−1.2

W+jets 0.01+0.02
−0.01 2.2 ± 0.6 0.4 ± 0.4

Z/γ ∗+jets 0.04+0.15
−0.04 1.9 ± 1.1 –

t t̄ + V 0.04 ± 0.02 – 0.3 ± 0.1

Diboson 0.14 ± 0.02 – –

Expected background events before the fit 3.7 25.8 2.2

Top with only true tau(s) 2.0 11.5 0.18

Top with at least one fake tau 1.4 10.1 1.1

W+jets 0.01 2.4 0.65

Z/γ ∗+jets 0.04 1.9 –

t t̄ + V 0.04 – 0.27

Diboson 0.14 – –

Table 8 Left to right: Total constrained background yields, number of observed events, 95 % CL observed (expected) upper limits on the number
of BSM events, S95

obs.(exp.), and the visible cross section, ⟨Aϵσ ⟩95
obs.(exp.)

Signal region Background Observation S95
obs.(exp.) ⟨Aϵσ ⟩95

obs.(exp.) [fb]

SRHH 3.1 ± 1.2 3 5.5 (5.5+2.1
−1.3) 0.27 (0.27+0.11

−0.06)

SRLM 22.1 ± 4.7 20 12.4 (13.2+4.9
−3.5) 0.61 (0.65+0.24

−0.17)

SRHM 2.1 ± 1.5 3 6.4 (5.2+2.6
−0.9) 0.31 (0.26+0.13

−0.04)

ing transverse momentum calculation, are also a source of
systematic uncertainty. In all cases, the difference in the pre-
dicted background or signal between the nominal MC simu-
lation and that obtained after applying each systematic vari-
ation is used to determine the systematic uncertainty on the

background or signal estimate. Parts of the systematic uncer-
tainties cancel when a background is estimated from a con-
trol region, but they do not cancel for processes normalised to
their theoretical cross section. The remaining detector-related
systematic uncertainties, such as those on lepton reconstruc-
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